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ABSTRACT
Miniature Inverted Repeat Transposable Elements in Rice ! Origin and Function. (May
2003)
Guojun Yang, B.S., Sichuan Teachers' College;
M.S., Guangxi Agricultural University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr. Timothy C. Hall 
Transposable elements (TEs) are interspersed repetitive sequences that are present in most
genomes. Miniature inverted repeat transposable elements (MITEs) are the most numerous
Class II elements in higher eukaryotes. Little is known about their origin, transposition and
function. In this study, three novel MITE families ! Kiddo, MDM1 and MDM2 !were
identified in the rice genome. They bear terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) and show target site
duplications (TSDs) at the insertion sites. Each family is present in hundreds of copies with
lengths that range from 200 bp to 400 bp. An evolutionary relationship between Mutator
elements and the MDM1 and MDM2 families was established. The absence of an observed
transposition event, together with the mutated ancestral elements identified by in silico
analysis, led to a conclusion that Kiddo and its autonomous elements are not presently active.
To overcome laborious and time consuming manual analysis of MITEs on a genomic
scale, MAK, a computational tool kit, was developed to automatically retrieve MITE
sequences, their neighboring genes and ancestral elements from genome sequences. MAK
has been functionally tested and is now available to the research community.
iv
Studies on the effect of MITE (Kiddo and MDM1) insertions into a rice ubiquitin
(rubq2) promoter revealed a two-edged role of MITEs on gene regulation. While Kiddo and
MDM1 contribute ~40% to rubq2 promoter activity, they also induce progressive silencing
of this promoter. The evolutionary implications of the two-edged role of MITEs in gene
regulation are discussed.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
EUKARYOTIC GENOMES ARE RICH IN REPETITIVE ELEMENTS
Genome size varies among different organisms. However, according to the degree and
pattern of redundancy, the contents of every genome can be categorized into repetitive
sequences or non-repetitive sequences. Non-repetitive sequences are present in single copies.
A single copy sequence may contain repeat elements, depending on the level of analysis.
These non-repetitive sequences are largely responsible for genic regions, of which only a
very small proportion (e.g. 3% of the human genome) code for proteins. The remainder is
intronic or spacer DNA. Repetitive sequences have more than one copy in a genome and
they are present in different forms.
Classification of repetitive elements
Repetitive elements are best categorized in the human genome. Classification of repetitive
elements in other organisms frequently refers to the same three categories: low repetitive
sequences, moderately repetitive sequences and highly repetitive sequences. Low repetitive
sequences have less than 10 copies in a genome and are sometimes merged into the non-
repetitive sequences. They are often the result of gene duplication processes (1,2). Non-
repetitive and low repetitive sequences make up about 60% of eukaryotic genomes (3-6).
However, a very small proportion (~5%) of these sequences encode proteins.
2Moderately repetitive sequences have copy numbers between 10 and 105 per genome;
they are found throughout the euchromatic regions. These elements can be classified further
into redundant genes, microsatellites, minisatellites and dispersed-repetitive DNA sequences.
Microsatellites are also known as short tandem repeats (STRs). They are short runs (<100
bp) of tandemly repeated DNA with repeat units of less than 6 bp. They can be further
broken down to monomeric, dimeric, trimeric, tetrameric, pentameric and hexameric repeats
according to the size of their repeat units. Dinucleotide repeats of CA/GT and CT/GA are
the most abundant dinucleotide repeats in the human genome. They are distributed almost
ubiquitously throughout eukaryotic genomes (6). Microsatellites are highly polymorphic
especially in dinucleotide repeats and thus are of high value for evolutionary information.
The locations of microsatellites frequently include introns, untranslated regions (UTRs) and
coding regions. Minisatellites are also known to be made up of the telomeric minisatellite
group and a variable number of tandem repeats (VNTRs) (7,8). VNTRs contain repeats of
9 - 24 bp units often found clustered near telomeres and have total lengths between 0.1 and
30 kb. They are highly polymorphic but share a core sequence of GGGCAGGANG (7).
Telomeric DNA sequences are tandem oligonucleotide repeats up to 10-15 kb in length
depending on the specific organism, thus they also belong to minisatellite sequences.
Dispersed-repetitive sequences form another important group of moderately repetitive
sequences. They comprise mainly mobile genetic elements or their relics, which are
described later in this chapter in more detail.
Highly repetitive sequences often refer to satellite DNA that contributes about 10%
to 15% to most eukaryotic genomes (9-11). These sequences are present at more than 105
3copies per genome and have variable length units (5 to several hundred bp) in long tracts
from 100 kb up to 100 Mb. Most of these elements are located in heterochromatin regions
adjacent to the centromeres or telomeres. Alpha-satellite DNA in human cells typical
consists of highly repetitive sequences (6).
Repetitive sequences play major roles in cell
Although a large number of repetitive elements have been identified, the function(s) of these
elements in life has been a debate. Until recently, many repetitive were thought to be junk
or selfish sequences that do not provide any meaningful function in the cell. In fact, many
essential functions or structures in a cell are provided by repetitive elements.
1. Redundant genes provide basic structural and functional proteins
Essential proteins are sometimes encoded by redundant genes and one strategy for obtaining
large quantities of a given protein appears to be through the presence of multiple gene
copies.  Redundant genes are often constitutive genes required for essential functions for life
forms. In eukaryotic genomes, genes coding for histones, actins, tublins, ribosomal RNAs
and ribosomal proteins belong to moderately repetitive sequences.
Histones are basic proteins that constitute about half of the nuclear proteins. There
are six principal types: H1, H2A, H2B, H3, H4 and H5. All of them take part in the
formation of chromatin. Histone H2A, H2B, H3 and H4 form the octameric core of a
nucleosome unit. Histone H1 and H5 are believed to act as linker histones. Further coiling
of chromatin results in the chromosome. Thus, histones are structural components of
chromosomes. Studies in recent years yielded a multitude of evidence that histones play a
major role in gene regulation.  Histone H1 is thought to be a part of a general repressor
4mechanism, which ensures potent repression of gene expression in large chromatin
fragments. In addition, H1 may be involved in controlling the transcription of individual
genes by repression or stimulation. The N-terminal domain of histones H3 and H4 has been
implicated in various nuclear functions, including gene silencing and activation and
replication-linked chromatin assembly. Various modifications on histone amino-termi result
in synergistic or antagonistic interaction affinities for chromatin associated proteins, which
in turn determine the transition between the transcriptionally active or transcriptionally silent
status of a chromatin locus. This observation led to a "histone code" theory that conceives
modification on histone tails to be an approach to extend genetic code information (12-14).
Actin is an abundant protein and is the major component of the microfilament
network of the cytoskeleton. In the past few years, it was clearly linked to nuclear processes
including chromatin remodeling, transcription, and RNA splicing. Tubulins perform various
essential functions. They are required for spindle formation during mitosis and meiosis,
axonal transport, organelle positioning, and cilia and flagella formation.
A ribosome is built of a large and a small ribosomal subunit. The core of each
ribosomal subunit is a polymer ribosomal RNA (rRNA) folded into a compact conformation.
Ribosomal proteins are assembled on the RNA core. Ribosomes perform translation, a key
gene expression step. They read genetic messages in mRNA and synthesize polypeptides.
In addition to peptide synthesis, ribosomes are responsible for directing polypeptides to their
corresponding cellular locations (15-18).
Proteins such as immunoglobulin and ubiquitin are also present as multiple copy
genes; they are involved in essential functions such as defense and global regulation.
52. Satellite DNA contributes to chromosomal organization and cell division
All eukaryotic chromosomes contain centromeres and telomeres. Centromeres are key
structures in chromosome organization and are attachment sites for kinetochores, which are
responsible for the segregation of chromosomes during cell division. Although eukaryotic
centromere DNA shares little sequence similarity between species (19), all centromeric DNA
binds a histone H3-like protein (named CENP-A in humans) to form the basic building
blocks of the centromeric chromatin (20-25).  Lately, a subset of about 100 kb from 1-4 Mb
"-satellite DNA in humans has been shown to be the major component of CENP-A-bound
DNA ((26). 
3. Telomeric DNA sequences protect ends of chromosomes from progressive shortening
Telomeric DNA consists of an array of DNA repeats of oligomers belonging to the
moderately repetitive sequences  at the very end of the chromosome and a complex array of
repeats belonging to highly repetitive sequences at the subterminal regions. Telomeric DNA
sequences are bound by proteins to form large complexes. These structures are thought to
form nuclear domains that are important for transcriptional regulation, sister chromatid
pairing during mitosis, and homologous meiotic synapsis. More importantly, extreme end
repetitive sequences of telomeres are directly involved in a mechanism to prevent
progressive shortening of chromosome ends, a replication paradox raised by the classical
replication theory. 
4. The role of dispersed-repetitive sequences
In the early years following the discovery of transposable elements (TEs), these repetitive
sequences were considered 'junk' or 'selfish' DNA sequences (27). Because of their mobility
6and abundance, TEs are potentially detrimental to the integrity of a genome. In contrast,
further, more recent, studies have demonstrated that TEs can confer important effects on
gene regulation (see Page 18). However, the significance of the effect of TEs on gene
regulation in the genome is still in debate and thus not widely accepted (28-33).
Accumulation of repetitive elements during evolution
Repetitive DNA sequences exist in all cellular life forms, including eubacteria,
archaebacteria, fungi, plants and animals. However, the types and abundance of repetitive
sequences differ dramatically between species or even between organisms within a species.
During the course of evolution, new elements are continuously formed and existing elements
gradually die out. Since the mobilization of TEs is in some degree by chance, common
ancestors can give rise to different fates in their progenies. The differential accumulation of
types and the number of copies of a specific type of TE in individual organisms reflect the
life history of the TE.
To date (Feb 17, 2003), sequences for 96 prokaryotic organisms have been sequenced
and published (http://www.tigr.org), of which 80 are bacterial and 16 are archaean. The sizes
of these genomes differ by more than 10 fold (34). In general, compared to eukaryotes, they
are fairly small with the largest genome being 9.2 Mb for Mycoplasma genitalium. Although
prokaryotic genomes are compact, they contain a significant proportion of repetitive
sequences. These sequences fall into duplicated genes (e.g. tRNA, rRNA and sRNA), non-
coding repeated sequences (e.g. short repeated sequences (SRRs) (35), REP (36,37) and
ERIC (38)), TEs and insertion sequences (IS). In the 96 published genomes, 330 IS, 711
non-coding repeat elements, 221 sRNA, 956 rRNA, and 5211 tRNA elements were
7identified. The fraction of  repeated regions >200 bp in the genomes ranges from 0.23% (R.
prowazekii) to 6.2% (Neisseria meningitidis), with an average of 1.7%. In addition, hundreds
of non-coding repeat sequences with sizes smaller than 200 bp were identified in bacterial
genomes (36-42). Recently, comparative genomic studies on prokaryotic genomes has
revealed a correlation between repeat content and lifestyle (43). While free-living bacteria
have large genomes with a high content of repeated sequences and self-propagating DNA,
obligate intracellular bacteria have small genomes with a very low content of repeated
sequences. Genome sequence analysis of a bacterium that tolerates extreme radiation
treatment (Deinococcus radiodurans) revealed that, compared to other bacteria, the D.
radiodurans genome is enriched in repetitive sequences including ISs and small intergenic
repeats (44).  Thus, the accumulation or retention of repetitive sequences seems to be needed
for adaption to changing or challenging environments. The presence of microsatellites in
prokaryotic coding sequences of contingency genes has been shown to provide advantages
under changing environmental conditions. Phase variation in Neisseria gonorrhoeae is
dependent upon the antigenic profile variation caused by changes in the length of pentamer
microsatellites contained in the outer membrane proteins.
Although VNTR analogs are present in prokaryotic genomes (35), prokaryotes are
not generally considered to contain minisatellites or satellites. Retrotransposable elements
are another group of repetitive sequences, but they have not been seen in prokaryotes.
In contrast to the small genomes for prokaryotes, eukaryotic genomes have much
larger genome sizes. The large variation in size of eukaryotic genomes appears to have little
relation to differences in organismal complexity or numbers of genes. This phenomenon is
8called C-value paradox. Much of this variation is caused by the different amount of
repetitive sequences in different genomes. All the three major categories of repetitive
elements are found in almost every eukaryotic genome. Satellite DNA constitutes 10-15%
of eukaryotic genomes and moderately repetitive sequences constitute more than 30%. The
proliferation of repetitive elements in eukaryotes relies on three types of events: increase in
the types of repetitive elements at the category, subcategory, superfamily, subfamily and
family level; increase in the number of elements in each type of repetitive element; increase
in the size of elements.
TRANSPOSABLE ELEMENTS IN EUKARYOTIC GENOMES
The first transposable element (TE) was reported by Babara McClintock in the 1940's (45).
As a significant proportion of moderately repetitive sequences, transposable elements are
interspersed in a genome thus are also named interspersed repetitive elements. TEs are the
largest component of most eukaryotic genomes. TEs comprise more than 35% of the human
genome, 14% of the Arabidopsis genome and 50-80% of grass genomes (46-49).
Classification of transposable elements
According to their mechanism of transposition, TEs can be grouped into two classes: class
I being the retrotransposable elements and class II being the DNA transposable elements.
Each class contains various superfamilies, which in turn contain a variety of families or
subfamilies.
1. Retrotransposable elements
9Figure 1.1. Classification of class I transposable elements (retrotransposons).
Retrotransposable elements are related to retroviruses, the major difference being the
absence of functional envelope genes (env) in retrotransposable elements. This class of TE
requires the RNA intermediate to be transcribed from the element for transposition and
amplification. They are usually present in very large copy numbers in eukaryotic genomes.
Depending on the presence of long terminal repeats (LTRs) flanking the coding sequences,
they can be divided into LTR retrotransposons and non-LTR retrotransposons (Fig. 1.1).
LTR retrotransposons contain LTRs similar to those of the retroviruses. However, non-LTR
elements do not contain LTR sequences.
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Figure 1.2. Diagrams for typical retrotransposons (see text).
LTR retrotransposons are classified into three superfamilies: the Ty1-copia
superfamily, the Tf1 superfamily, and the Ty3-gypsy superfamily. As shown in Fig. 1.2,
while Ty1-copia elements have an integrase gene (int) between the protease gene (pr) and
the RT gene, the int gene is at the 3' end of the polyprotein cassette in Ty3-gypsy elements.
Non-LTR retransposons are classified into two superfamilies: long interspersed
elements (LINEs) and short interspersed elements (SINEs). LINEs have the typical structure
of a eukaryotic gene, consisting of 5' untranslated regions (5' UTRs), coding sequences, 3'
UTRs and poly A tails. They do not contain int genes but instead contain relics of the env
gene. While the 3' ends of LINE families are stable, their 5' regions are usually variable.
SINEs are usually short (80 -500 bp) and they do not contain gag-pol protein coding
regions. Instead, they carry internal sequences originating from some other genes or tRNA
genes. Thus, SINEs are usually subdivided into tRNA SINEs and non-tRNA SINEs.
Interestingly, a SINE family contains a 3' end region that shares high similarity (up to 90%
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Figure 1.3. Classification of class II transposable elements (DNA transposons).
identity) to a certain LINE family from the same genome (50).   Lately, it has been
established that SINEs are dependent on their corresponding LINEs for transposition (51,52).
2. DNA transposable elements
DNA transposable elements contain terminal inverted repeats (TIRs). They transpose by a
cut-and-paste approach in which the original element is excised and inserted into another
locus. Depending on the motif feature in the catalytic domains of their transposases,
transposons can be divided into two subclasses: the ones contain a DDE motif and the ones
that do not (Fig. 1.3). 
The DDE subclass includes the Tc-mariner superfamily and the ISa superfamily. The
ISa superfamily is mainly made up of prokaryotic insertion elements, including IS2, IS3, IS4,
IS6 and IS30. The Tc-mariner superfamily contains TE families mainly from eukaryotic
genomes. Tc1 elements from C. elegans and Mariner elements from Drosophila are the
founding families of this superfamily. In the past several years, a large novel superfamily
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named IS5/Harbinger/PIFa has been discovered and is presently being actively studied (53-
56).
The majority of known transposons fall into the non-DDE subclass. The hAT
superfamily contains the first identified transposable element family Ac/Ds. The Ac
superfamily has a target site duplication (TSD) of 8 bp and a TIR of 11 bp. The P element
superfamily, originally identified in Drosophila, is the best documented family in animal
systems. Evidence for horizontal transmission has been shown for P elements (57,58). The
Mutator superfamily contains numerous decayed sequences and they form very long TIRs
(up to 250 bp) (59,60). Mutators have a TSD length of 9 bp. The En/Spm superfamily is also
known as the CACTA superfamily because of the strong conservation of this motif in its
TIR. It has a TSD length of 3 bp (61-64). A superfamily, namely ISb, containing elements
mainly from bacteria also belongs to the DDE subclass. A new superfamily of Tx, identified
from Xenopus laevis, promises to be an interesting example of a composite TE family. Tx
elements frequently carry members of a non-LTR retrotransposon family, Tx1L. The entire
composite units are mobilized through collaboration between the pol-like gene product and
the TIRs (65-67).
Transposition mechanisms
The two classes of TEs take different approaches to transpose and they have different
consequences. Being structurally similar to retroviruses, retrotransposon transposition takes
a similar approach to that of retroviral integration. The master elements of a retrotransposon
family are transcribed from a promoter inside the U3 regions of 5' LTRs. Reverse
transcriptases synthesized from the retrotransposon mRNAs use the RNA intermediates as
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templates to synthesize cDNA strands. The newly synthesized DNA strands insert into a new
location. Because the original copy of the retrotransposon is not excised, the insertions of
retrotransposons are permanent. Since reverse transcriptase is error-prone, the new copies
of the retrotransposons frequently contain mutations that may damage their coding capacity.
However, they may still be able to be copied and pasted to new locations by the enzymes
produced from functional master elements.
Since LINEs have dramatic structural differences from LTR retrotransposons (51,68-
70), their transposition mechanism is thought to be different from that of the typical
retrovirus. The autonomous LINE elements encode a protein with both endonuclease and
reverse transcriptase activity (71). This enzyme is thought to guide transposition through
target primed reverse transcription (TPRT) (72). In TPRT, the transcripts of LINEs produce
proteins that are required for transposition and DNA strand cleavage. One strand of the target
site DNA is thought to be cleaved by the endonuclease activity, leaving a free 3'-hydroxyl
group at the nick site. The 3' ends of the LINE transcripts pair with the nicked DNA and the
3' OH ends are used as primers to guide reverse transcription. Upon the completion of cDNA
strand synthesis, the other DNA strand at the target site is cleaved and the RNA moiety of
the hybrid molecule is removed. Subsequent synthesis of the second DNA strand of the
LINE sequence and the repairing of the nick site results in variable length TSDs flanking the
new LINE element.
The similarity of the 3' end regions between SINEs and corresponding LINEs is
considered to be a critical feature that underlies the functional importance of the 3' end
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regions. It is proposed that the transposition of SINEs is dependent upon their corresponding
autonomous LINEs (50).
Unlike retrotransposons, transposons do not use RNA intermediates for transposition.
In the conservative transposition approach, the DNA sequences of transposons are physically
excised by transposases expressed from the corresponding autonomous elements at the
border between the TEs and flanking genomic sequences. The ends of the excised elements
are bound by proteins. The target site in a new location is nicked or double strand cleaved
by the endonuclease activity of the transposase proteins. Insertion of the excised sequence
and subsequent repair of the cleaved target site results in TSDs that flank the newly inserted
element. Since the DNA element is only cut from one place and pasted to another, point
mutation frequency is relatively low although truncation of the sequences is often seen.
Ligation and repair of the excised donor site often results in a footprint that consists of two
copies of the previous TSD sequences (73,74). Replicative transposition, in which a
replication recombination event is responsible for transposition and amplification of phage
Mu, is seen in prokaryotes but has not been reported in eukaryotic organisms. However,
when a transposition event occurs at a replication fork, it may be responsible for the
amplification of eukaryotic transposons in a duplicative way (75). In this event, a transposon
on one of the two daughter molecules immediately behind a replication fork excises and
inserts into another location. The excised locus is repaired by a homologous recombination
using the other daughter molecule as the template, resulting in a net gain in the total number
of transposons.
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Figure 1.4. Evolution of transposable elements (see text).
Evolution of transposable elements
Retrotransposons and transposons seem to be different; nevertheless they have some
common characteristics. The most obvious common feature is their ability to translocate. In
addition, both types of element need to integrate into new locations. The mechanism of
transposition appears to be very similar for transposases used by transposons and for
integrases used by retrotransposons (76). The relationship between these two classes of
elements is supported by studies on the evolution of TEs (Fig. 1.4) (77,78).
It is thought that non-DDE elements are derived from a variety of ancestral sources.
The P and Tn3 elements seem to be derived from a common ancestor bearing resolvase
activity. Piv and some IS elements may have a common ancestor containing a ancestral
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recombinase gene. Some bacterial phages and IS1 appear to be derived from ancient proteins
containing HRY domain. Ironically, no evolutionary origin has been suggested for Ac
superfamily, the first identified transposable element.
All the DDE elements are thought to be derived from a common ancestral element.
The highly similar catalytic domains of D(50-70)D(35)E of transposases and integrases
support the evolutionary relationship between transposons and retrotransposons. The
common ancestor of retrotransposons is believed to be an ancestral reverse transcriptase (RT)
protein. This ancestor may have also given rise to modern group II introns and retrons. On
the way to LTR-retrotransposons, ancestral non-LTR elements branched out and
differentiated into modern day LINEs. SINEs are thought to relate to LINEs in the 3' end
regions. Acquisition of gag and RNase H genes by the ancestral RT protein, followed by
incorporation of the int gene, is thought to have given rise to ancestral LTR retrotransposons.
Further acquisition of the env gene by Ty3-gypsy like elements may have resulted in the
ancestral retroviruses. However, another school of thought puts the ancestral retroviruses as
the starting point and retrotransposons as the derivatives of those primitive retroviruses (79).
The role of transposable elements in genomes
In canonical genetic studies, the genome was pictured as an essentially stable network that
had evolved to yield a viable organism. The components inside an existing genome are
postulated to have been selected against the natural environment. The discovery of TEs led
to the concept of repetitive elements as selfish DNA, junk DNA or parasitic DNA
(27,29,31,32,80-82). With more discoveries, the selfish DNA theory is under challenge since
TEs have been shown to contribute to essential aspects of life (83-87). One issue being
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debated is wether the prevalence of TEs in a genome is primarily because of their replicative
advantage over the host genome or because of selected retention as a result of their
contributions to the genome. Nevertheless, both sides of the debate are rigorously checking
interactions between TEs and the rest of the genome.
1. Challenges to genomes imposed by TEs
The overwhelming presence of TEs in a genome may impose disadvantages on the genome.
The basis for potential damage to the genome is their ability to insert at new locations. As
summarized by Bennetzen (88), negative outcomes resulting from transposition events
include an increase in genome size, the creation of intronless pseudogenes, the movement
of genes or gene segments to new sites, the creation of new chromosomal folding patterns
and chromosomal rearrangement or breakage. The majority of these changes must be
deleterious, as is the case for other forms of mutation. As a consequence, host extinction or
reshaping of the structure of the genetic system may occur (29).
2. Contributions of TEs to genome evolution
Since the presence of TEs in genomes is a 'fact of life', all existing genomes represent the
successful co-evolution of the TEs and host genome. Many essential genetic structures and
functions have been shown to be the result of interaction between TEs and host genomes.
Looking back into evolutionary history, TEs contributed to the formation of modern
genomes. The contributions include formation of new genes, genome reorganization,
formation of gene silencing mechanisms, speciation, telomere maintenance, immune system
development, heterochromatin formation, manipulation of host sex and gene expression
modulation (4,32,33,89-91).
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3. TEs and gene regulation
Differential TE insertion can affect the expression of flanking genes in various ways, and
even the same insertion can have different effects depending on the activity of the TE family.
The following types of effects have been observed to date (92):
• TE insertion alters the level of expression
An insertion of a Ty1 element into the promoter region of the CYC-7 locus has been shown
to result in a 20-fold increase in expression of the gene as well as of the Ty1 element (93).
• TE insertion regulates expression in different ploidy 
The enhancement described by Errede et al. (93) is specific to haploid cells.  It is repressed
in diploid cells by the products of the MAT locus (94). The presence of SV40 enhancer-like
sequences (95) and mating-type responsive elements (96) in the LTR of the Ty element may
be responsible for the observed phenomena.
• TE induced tissue specific expression
The Drosophila element tom has been shown to drive ectopic eye expression of the Om(1D)
homeobox gene (97). Sequences inside the tom element are believed to be responsible.
• Orientations of TE insertion have different effects on expression
A Tam3 insertion in the pleana intron resulted in a loss of function phenotype when the
Tam3 element inserted in the same orientation of the pleana gene. However, expression of
the gene was seen when the Tam3 insertion was in the opposite orientation (98).
• TE insertion can result in suppressible alleles
Gypsy insertions into the 5' region of genes act as insulators that block gene activation by
distal enhancers (99-103). The phenotype caused by this insertion requires binding of the
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ubiquitous nuclear protein Su(Hw) to the 12 octomers on the 5' UTR region of the gypsy
element (100,104,105).
The effects of Mutator insertion into knotted1, rough sheath1 and liguleless3 intron or UTR
regions are dependent on its activity (106). The presence of mutant phenotypes is directly
correlated with Mutator activity. The mechanism of this suppressible expression remains to
be determined and a mechanism related to gene silencing may be one possibility.
Unlike Mutator insertions, Spm insertions correlate with insertion orientation. When the
insertion of a Spm element into an exon is in the opposite orientation to that of the target
gene, the target gene is expressed if Spm is active. However, the target gene is expressed
because of the aberrant splicing of the Spm element when Spm is not active (107). The 5'
UTR of Spm is thought to be capable of serving as an insulator against position effects (108).
• TEs can act as promoters
TEs including Mutator, Tam3, and the retrotransposon IAP have been shown to drive
transcription of target genes from their terminal or subterminal sequences (109-111).
MINIATURE INVERTED REPEAT TRANSPOSABLE ELEMENTS
Discovery of miniature inverted repeat transposable elements
Following the discovery of the Ac transposon by McClintock (45,112), detailed studies have
been undertaken on the Ac/Ds superfamily. Among the identified elements, Ds1 elements are
particularly interesting. They are of 405 bp and have only the 5'-terminal 11 bp and 3'-
terminal 26 bp in common with Ac (113-120). The internal regions contain transposase
binding sites and do not share significant similarity to Ac. More interestingly, Ds1 is not only
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transposed by Ac but also by Uq, which does not mobilize other large Ds elements (121,122).
They exist in a high copy number in the Maize genome.
Reports of small TEs have accumulated rapidly since 1992. They are present in almost
every higher eukaryotic genome, including human, plant, insect and fish (54,123-146). Their
characteristics include small size (100-500 bp), TIRs and a large copy number. They cause
TSDs at their insertion locus.
MITE identification and analysis method
Early MITE families were identified following the observation that some alleles from
different lines of a species contain short insertions that bear TIRs and cause TSDs
(113,142,144). Subsequently, Southern blots were used to check their abundance. With
advances in genome sequencing, many more MITE families were identified by database
searches (123,124,139,146-150). To better understand these MITE families, database
searches were carried out to retrieve MITE sequences, find neighboring genes and predict
autonomous elements.
 These analyses are currently undertaken manually with the help of the BLAST program
(151). However, because of the huge copy number of elements, manipulating these elements
on a genome scale is laborious and time-consuming. Automation of this process is very
important for the analysis of MITEs on a genomic scale.
Mysteries surrounding MITEs
Although a variety of MITE families have been identified, they are largely not well
understood. The following questions remain to be answered:
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1. Origins of MITEs
Since MITEs do not appear to encode protein(s) for their transposition, they probably depend
on trans factors provided by other loci. This dependence requires the recognition of the
features on MITEs by the trans factors. Most autonomous TEs require both terminal and
subterminal regions for efficient transposition.  Since MITEs only show similarity to known
DNA transposons at TIRs, are MITEs the abbreviated versions of other cognate long
elements or they are genomic sequences armed with TIRs?
2. Amplification of MITEs
All MITEs bear TIRs and TSDs that are reminiscent of DNA transposon characteristics.
However, their large copy numbers resemble those of the retrotransposable elements.
Although TSD footprints have been reported, no MITE has been shown experimentally to
excise and insert. Since the internal sequences of MITEs do not share significant similarity
to any widely known transposons, what is responsible for their transposition? As different
MITE families have different sequences both at TIRs and internal regions, are all of these
MITE families dependent on a single transposition mechanism, or does each MITE family
have its own mechanism?
The large copy numbers seen for MITEs are the result of amplification through
transposition. How have these elements achieved such high copy numbers and which
mechanism of transposition do they use?
3. Function of MITEs in a genome
Some MITE families are preferentially associated with genes (142,144), while others exhibit
no preference for genic regions. In either case, many elements are found very close to genes,
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either on promoters, introns or UTR regions. Some elements are even found in coding
sequences (Yang and Hall, unpublished data). Because of their overwhelming presence in
a genome, it is hard to imagine that they do not have any role in gene regulation or evolution.
Up to date, no convincing example has been reported for the effect, even a disruptive effect,
of MITEs on genes.
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*Reprinted with permission from “Kiddo, a new transposable element family closely associated with rice
genes” by G. Yang, J. Dong, M. B. Chandrasekharan, T. C. Hall, (2001),. Mol Gen Genomics, 266,
417-424. Copyright 2001 by the Springer-Verlag.
CHAPTER II
DISCOVERY OF MITE FAMILY KIDDO*
INTRODUCTION
Following the discovery of transposable elements (TEs) in maize by Barbara McClintock
(45), TEs have been found to be ubiquitous in biological organisms. DNA TEs are classified
as transposons and elements that transpose through an RNA intermediate are classified as
retrotransposons (152). A typical transposon family has two components – an autonomous
part which expresses a transposase and a non-autonomous part which depends on the
transposase for transposition. DNA element structures include terminal inverted repeats
(TIRs) at both ends, target site duplications (TSDs) in genomic DNA that border the
transposon, and internal sequences that usually share substantial similarity among members
of a given transposon family. Excision of the element from genomic DNA leaves the two
TSDs positioned together. A few nucleotides are sometimes removed at the insertion site by
nucleases during the repair process (88). The excised transposon can then integrate into
another genomic DNA location. The insertion event usually results in direct duplication of
the target locus sequence.
In recent years, numerous small transposon-like elements have been found in many
organisms. Collectively, they are called miniature inverted repeat transposable elements
(MITEs) (123). Each MITE family has a distinctive TIR and TSD, and a similar internal
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sequence; however, unlike Ac/Ds and En/Spm, they do not appear to contain an autonomous
element. Examples from plants include: Tourist (144,145),  Stowaway (146), Alien (153),
Bitfoot (127), Amy/LTP, p-Sine, Explorer, Gaijin, Castaway, Ditto, Wanderer (123),
Emigrant (125), Krispie, Snap, Crackle, Pop, Snabo-1, Snabo-2, Snabo-4, Truncator (154),
Hbr, mPIF, Olo (138). It is likely that additional MITE families remain to be discovered.
Here we report a new MITE family, which we have named Kiddo.
MITEs have the characteristics of both DNA and RNA elements (155). They contain
typical DNA element structures, such as TIRs and TSDs. However, their very high copy
number and lack of evidence for excision is more characteristic of retrotransposons.
Classification of MITEs as DNA elements depends on the existence of DNA intermediates
during transposition or evidence for their excision from genomic DNA. Unfortunately, no
direct transposition evidence has been reported for MITEs and the only excision footprint
observed thus far is in Hbr (138). Here we report evidence for the excision of a Kiddo
element from rice genomic DNA.
Some MITE families of grasses, for example Tourist and Hbr, were originally found in
maize. MITE family members in other grasses such as rice, wheat and sorghum have been
found either by using the maize MITE sequences as primers to probe their genomic DNA,
or by the use of maize MITE sequences as queries for database searches (123,156). Many
MITE families originally found in maize also contain  members from other grasses
(138,146,154). However, this approach will not reveal MITE families, such as Kiddo, that
exist only in rice and, for rice-specific MITEs, the study of individual gene polymorphisms
remains an important way to discover new families (123).
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MITEs are useful in systematics and are potentially useful as molecular markers because
several are preferentially associated with genes (138,145,146). For example, Hbr has been
successfully used as a molecular marker in maize because of its association with genic
regions and the sequence homogeneity that exists within this family (130). The Kiddo
family, which exists in a high copy number, also appears to have value as a new molecular
marker since each subgroup has over 90% sequence similarity and ~80% of the 18 family
members identified thus far from annotated sequences lie within 530 bp from cDNA
sequences or from introns.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
PCR amplification of the rubq2 promoter
Genomic DNA of rice lines T309 or IR24 (kindly supplied by Anna  M. McClung, TAES,
Beaumont, TX) was extracted using a hexadecyltrimethyl ammonium bromide method
(157). DNA was digested with HindIII to facilitate PCR amplification of the desired product
as there is no HindIII site in the target region. PCR reactions were conducted at various
temperatures between 45° and 65°C with cloned Pfu (Stratagene) or Taq DNA polymerase
(Promega, Madison, WI). The primers used were: 5'-aagcttacggaaggaaaacaaattcgg-3' and 5'-
tctagatgcgaggagaggagatgag-3'. 
Cloning and sequencing of the PCR product
PCR products were cloned into pPCR-Script™ Amp SK (+) and transformed into Epicurian
Coli® XL10-Gold® ultracompetent cells (Stratagene). White colonies were selected on X-Gal
LB plates with IPTG. Positive transformants were identified by agarose gel electrophoresis
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after SacII enzymatic digestion of isolated plasmids. Automated sequencing of the cloned
PCR fragments was done by the Texas A&M Gene Technologies Laboratory using T3 and
T7 promoter-specific primers.
DNA blot analysis
DNA (2 :g) from Arabidopsis, maize, tobacco, rice T309, rice IR24, wheat and
Camptotheca acuminata was digested with HindIII overnight at 37°C. After electrophoretic
separation of DNA on 1% agarose gel for 12-15 hours at constant 23 volts, the DNA was
transferred to  HybondTM-N+ nylon membrane (Amersham, Piscataway, NJ). Genomic DNA
blot analysis was as described by Buchholz et al. (158). [32P]dCTP-labeled probes were
made using a DECAprimeTM II DNA labeling kit (Ambion, Austin, TX). Membranes were
washed with 2×SSC [1×SSC = 0.15 M sodium chloride /0.015 M sodium citrate (pH7)]/
0.1% SDS at 65°C for 1 hr (low stringency), or with 0.3×SSC /0.1% SDS at 65°C for 1 hr
(moderate stringency).
Data mining and alignment
Initially, a BLASTN search was undertaken against GenBank, EMBL, DDBJ, PDB, EST,
STS, GSS, and HTGS databases, current as of 12/23/2000 (National Center for
Biotechnology Information, Bethesda, MD), using the 270 deletion sequence in the IR24
rubq2 promoter region as a query. The retrieved sequences were then used as queries to do
BLASTN and TBLASTX searches against the databases. Protein databases were used to
retrieve any possible translation product and BLASTX searches were used to study the
putative coding capacity of the retrieved elements. All retrieved sequences with expectation
values lower than 1×10-3 and with a length >150bp were studied further. After elimination
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of duplicate sequences, complete sequences were aligned  using Vector NTI suite 6.0 AlignX
(InforMax, Inc., Bethesda, MD) with a gap penalty of 5 and 15 and gap extension penalties
of 1 and 6.66 for pairwise alignment and multiple alignment, respectively. Alignment was
visualized using BOXSHADE (http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/BOX_form.html). A
phylogenetic tree was produced using Vector NTI 6.0 AlignX. Folding of DNA fragments
was carried out using M-fold (http://bioinfo.math.rpi.edu/~mfold/dna/form1.cgi).
RESULTS
Discovery of Kiddo
Oryza sativa (L.) cv. Taipei T309 genomic DNA, digested with HindIII, was used as a
template for PCR amplification of the rice ubiquitin2 (rubq2) promoter region. A single
discrete product was obtained, but was smaller (684 bp) than expected (954 bp) from the
database sequence (accession no. AF184280). The amplified fragment was cloned into
PCRscript-Amp SK (+) and sequencing confirmed that, except for a 270bp deletion, the
sequence was identical to the published sequence of rubq2 (159). The cloned fragment was
confirmed to be derived from the rubq2 gene by genomic DNA blot analysis (data not
shown).
Since the original rubq2 sequence in GenBank was obtained from a BAC clone derived
from the rice line IR24, we obtained that line and repeated the PCR amplification using the
same primers as those used for T309. Cloning and sequencing of the amplified product
confirmed it to be identical to the expected 954 bp of rubq2. New genomic DNA extracts
were made and independent replicate experiments confirmed that PCR products of dissimilar
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Figure 2.1. PCR amplification of the rubq2 promoter. (A) Using Taq DNA polymerase and
HindIII-digested genomic DNA, a 684 bp fragment was PCR-amplified from T309 (T) and a 954
bp fragment was amplified from IR24 (I). (B) PCR using Pfu DNA polymerase amplified a 684 bp
fragment from T309 DNA. (C) Diagram of IR24 rubq2 showing the location of the PCR-amplified
region containing the Kiddo element.
sizes were obtained from T309 and IR24 using Taq DNA polymerase (Fig. 2.1A), indicating
an insertion of 270 bp in rubq2 from IR24 (or a deletion in T309). Interestingly, Pfu DNA
polymerase failed to amplify the rubq2 fragment from IR24 under the conditions used (Fig.
2.1B), suggesting that the insertion might contain a secondary structure  inimical  to the
polymerase. The location of the insertion in the rubq2 promoter of IR24 is shown in Fig.
2.1C.
Inspection of the sequence of the 270 bp region present in rubq2 from IR24 revealed that
its ends constituted 14 bp terminal inverted repeats. To examine the possibility that the 270
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Figure 2.2. Sequence alignment of twelve genomic group A Kiddo members (see Appendix C).
The sequences were aligned using Vector NTI 6.0 AlignX and visualized with BOXSHADE (A).
Filled arrows refer to the TIRs and empty arrows denote TSD sequences. The black bar indicates
a G box factor binding site. The empty bars denote TTGCCA repeats. The boxed region represents
sequences flanked by TTTTTTGA and TCAAATTT. Folding of the 270 bp insertion fragment
from IR24 rubq2 promoter using M-fold (B). ªG = -37.6 kcal/mol at 37°C.
bp insertion represented a TE, it was used as a query sequence to search the database (see
Materials and Methods). Twelve rice sequences with high (>90%) similarity were retrieved
that all had MITE characteristics of small size, TIR and TSD (Fig. 2.2A). All were 269 bp
in length and, since their internal sequences had no detectable similarity to those of known
TEs, we classified them as a new MITE family named Kiddo. This assembly of sequences
(Kiddo group A) bear the  consensus TIR, GGGGCTGTTTGGTT, with 2 mismatches at the
4th and 5th nucleotides. No polyA/polyT elements were found in the subterminal regions. The
TSDs consisted of three nucleotides. The first nucleotide was typically T, the second was
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usually T or A, and the third was preferentially T or A. Some 10 bp of A/T rich sequence
flanked the TSDs. Four copies of the motif TTGCCA and one plant G-box factor binding
site (TGACACGTGGG; Tfsitescan program expectation value 1.28e-03) were typically
present within the internal sequence. An additional TE-like sequence flanked by
TTTTTTGA and TCAAATTT was found nested inside the group A sequences (Fig. 2.2A).
As shown in Fig. 2.2B for Kiddo in IR24 rubq2, all of the sequences in this group have the
potential to form hairpin structures. This could result in the formation of cruciform structures
in rice genomic DNA; since such structures are known to be capable of affecting
transcriptional regulation (160), the presence of Kiddo MITES may affect expression of
adjacent genes, such as the IR24 rubq2 gene.
Excision of Kiddo from the T309 rubq2 promoter region
T309 belongs to the Japonica subspecies of rice while IR24 is a member of the Indica
subspecies (161). These subspecies are thought to have started to diverge some 2-3 million
years ago (162). The question arises whether the Kiddo element inserted into IR24 after
divergence of the subspecies or if it was present before divergence and left the locus in T309
due to transposition following divergence. In the case of a de novo insertion, one can
postulate that the target sequence was TTA|GA prior to insertion of a TE and TTAeTTAGA
after insertion (e represents the TE insert) (Fig. 2.3). In the case of a TE excision from this
insertion, one would expect TTA|TTAGA after net excision or TTA|TAGA if a single
nucleotide (T) was lost at the right border TSD (73). Inspection of the sequences in rice lines
shows that the IR24 sequence TAeTTAGA is in agreement with retention of a TE insertion
and that the T309 sequence TTA|TAGA is that expected after loss of the TE; i.e. the TE
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Figure 2.3. Kiddo is lost from the T309 rubq2 promoter. The Kiddo in IR24 (rectangle) is
flanked by TSDs (underlined). It is absent from this locus in T309 plants (dashed line) and a T
residue is lost (*) from the right border TSD.
(Kiddo) was present prior to divergence. An alternative postulation is that the target
sequence was TTA|TAGA and that the T309 sequence reflects lack of any TE insertion.
However, it is then difficult to see how insertion of a TE into this sequence could occur (as
evidently did occur in IR24) since the expected sequence would be TTAeTTATAGA, which
is not observed.
Existence of four groups of Kiddo-related elements in rice
After several iterations of database search, 36 Kiddo-related sequences were retrieved that
included both TIRs. These were sorted (see Materials and Methods) into four groups (Fig.
2.4). They all had MITE characteristics, with internal sequences that are flanked by AT-rich
micro-regions (data not shown). However, individual groups had slightly different consensus
TIRs and TSDs. The derived phylogenetic tree (Fig. 2.4) indicates that the Kiddo family may
have common ancestor. Presumably, during evolution, some sequence changes inactivated
the ability to transpose while others had little or positive effects on transposition that
permitted their propagation throughout rice genomes. Groups A, B, C and D have multiple
copies of highly similar sequences, and are thus likely to be still active. Within each of the
four groups, sequences are >90% identical. Similarity between groups ranges from 65 to
75%.
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Figure 2.4. Phylogenetic tree of Kiddo sequences. The tree was generated using Vector NTI
AlignX. Numbering for family members corresponds with that in Table 2.1. Groups A and D
contain members of high (>90%) sequence similarity.
Kiddo is a rice-specific element
In addition to the 35 complete Kiddo sequences, 24 incomplete sequences were retrieved
with 75-93%  similarity to queries (see Materials and Methods). That 58 out of 59 retrieved
sequences came from rice suggested that the Kiddo MITE family was essentially restricted
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Figure 2.5. Kiddo is prevalent in the rice genome. Various genomic DNAs probed with the Kiddo-
os11 sequence (A). Genomic DNAs from three T309 plants (WT) and ten T309 plants regenerated
from independent calli, probed with the Kiddo-os11 sequence (B). Various plant genomic DNAs
probed with a combination of Kiddo group A, B, C and D sequences (C). Lanes: 1, Camptotheca
acuminata; 2, tobacco; 3, Arabidopsis; 4, wheat; 5, maize; 6, rice IR24; 7, rice T309. 
to the rice genome. One sequence from wheat (Kiddo-ta1) had an overall similarity (~72%)
to group A Kiddo elements, with ~56% similarity within a region flanked by TTTTTTGA
and TCAAATTT sequences and ~83% outside this region. That Kiddo is essentially
confined to the rice genome was supported by genomic DNA blot analysis. When genomic
DNAs from Arabidopsis, tobacco, maize, wheat, a tree (C. acuminata), rice IR24 and rice
T309 were probed with the Kiddo-os11 PCR product, only rice DNAs hybridized (Fig.
2.5A). This was true at both low and moderate stringency wash conditions.
The question arises as to why the Kiddo element has left the rubq2 promoter in T309 but
not IR24. It has been proposed that certain genomic environments provide more favorable
environments than others for transposition (163). Comparison of the hybridization profiles
for T309 and IR24 probed with Kiddo-os11 shows much greater complexity for T309 (Fig.
2.5A), possibly suggesting a more favorable climate for transposition exists in this line.
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However, no transposition was detected when 10 plants were regenerated from independent
T309 calli (Fig. 2.5B), suggesting that tissue culture intervention does not stimulate
migration of Kiddo. A mixture of group A, B, C and D fragments were also used to probe
the various genomic DNAs. That only rice genomic DNAs showed hybridization further
supports the possibility that Kiddo is a rice-specific MITE (Fig. 2.5C). The intense banding
profile seen with these combined probes reveal that the Kiddo family exists at a high copy
number.
Kiddo elements are closely associated with genes
Table 2.1 lists 39 members of the rice Kiddo family and one putative member from wheat.
An additional 19 candidate members with incomplete TIRs were found in non-annotated
sequences (data not shown). Of the 59 Kiddo-like sequences identified from public
databases, 18 were in annotated sequences. The other 41 sequences were not annotated, and
it is possible that some or all of these are present in genic regions. The distribution of the
Kiddo elements in genomic DNA was examined with reference to coding sequences (CDS).
The most distant, Kiddo-os37 and Kiddo-os25, were 4168 bp and 2789 bp, respectively,
from a CDS. Kiddo-os32 and Kiddo-os38 were at about 1 kb from a CDS. Six Kiddo
elements resided <530 bp 5' or 3' of a CDS and seven were in intron regions. The related
sequence from wheat was an EST sequence. The fact that 14 of the 18 (~80%) sequences
were within 530 bp of CDSs (Table 2.1), or in introns, underscores Kiddo’s close association
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Table 2.1. Genomic distribution of Kiddo
Kiddo Accession Genic Position
os1 ap001550(58275-58007) Y 523bp from CDS 3'
os2 ap001366(121108-121378) Y intron
os3H ac084296(41225-40957) ? ?
os4H ac079038(125587-125319) ? ?
os5H ac079356(2685-2417) ? ?
os6H ac079022(85225-84957) ? ?
os7 az134261(740-206) ? ?
os8H ac027038(143796-144064) ? ?
os9 ap003047(63787-64055) ? ?
os10H ac051632(168882-169150) ? ?
os11 af184280(1233-1501) Y 210bp from TATA 5'
os12H ac025906(138037-137770) ? ?
os13 aj245900(62716-62965) Y intron
os14 aq157268(196-389) ? ?
os15H ac083943(13936-13662) ? ?
os16 ap003048(121712-121988) ? ?
os17 aq157046(280-4) ? ?
os18 ap002743(32729-33008) Y 379bp from CDS 5'
os19H ac084282(118802-119079) ? ?
os20 aq795953(109-386) ? ?
os21 aq689856(45-319) ? ?
os22H ac027037(118552-118828) ? ?
os23H ac018929(9993-10269) ? ?
os24 ap002816(24995-24724) Y intron
os25 ac082644(108393-108633) N 2789bp from CDS 3'
os26 ap002864(2288-2559) ? ?
os27 ab023482(148318-148589) Y 232bp from CDS 3'
os28 ap000836(148097-147854) Y intron
os29 al442114(44482-44203) Y intron
os30 aq273730(524-254) ? ?
os31H ac079852(205709-205988) ? ?
os32 ac007858(28501-28777) Y 1023bp from CDS5'
os33H ac079029(125597-125876) ? ?
os34 ac051634(134585-134306) Y 126bp from CDS 5'
os35 ab026295(26954-27202) Y 367bp from CDS 5'
ta1 be517419(325-49) Y cDNA
incomplete members found in annotated sequences
os36 af128457(66418-66286) Y intron
os37 ac069145(33249-32753) N 4168bp from CDS 3'
os38 ap002522(113573-113331) Y 1203bp from CDS 3'
os39 af119222(73595-73723) Y intron
os, Oryza sativa; ta, Triticum aestivum. Numbers in parenthesis indicate the element=s position in
the cited accession; where known, distances from the TATA box or CDS are noted; <2 kb from a
CDS is considered genic (Y, yes); >2 kb is not genic (N, no); os11 is from IR24 rubq2; ?, unknown;
genes have not yet been identified for the other annotated sequences; H, HTGS sequences, positions
in the accessions are subject to change. with genes.
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This property suggests that Kiddo family members are suitable new molecular markers for
genic regions in rice.
DISCUSSION
Identification of TEs by database searching
Presently, classification of transposable element families and their members depends largely
on sequence similarity, mostly by searching databases with a known sequence as the query
sequence. The retrieved sequences are then used again to retrieve more sequences. This
method is efficient, but also has its disadvantages: (1) There could be very low, possibly
undetectable, sequence similarity between the start query sequences and the retrieved
sequences after several rounds of search. This leads to reservations about classifying them
into the same family. (2) Some sequences with same TIR may not show significant similarity
in the internal sequence and it may be difficult to detect all sequences having the same TIR,
even if the whole genome is sequenced. Because both DNA and retroelements are known
for their repeated sequences at their ends, database search tools that are able to detect TIR
or terminal direct repeated sequences  in a reasonable length range will be helpful to identify
transposable elements. This is especially advantageous considering the high percentage of
mobile element DNA in higher eukaryotic genomes. Database searches designed to identify
repeat elements may also be helpful in detecting other functional motifs in a genome.
Origin and amplification of Kiddo
MITEs occasionally share similar TIRs with autonomous DNA transposons and thus are
thought to have derived from DNA transposons (132,164-166). However, MITEs usually
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have a very high copy number (138,155,164,166), which can not be achieved by classical
DNA transposition. An alternative origin of MITEs has been suggested that involves
aberrant DNA replication events when DNA polymerases encounter palindromic sequences
as templates. In this model (128), the 3' region of a nascent DNA strand may fold back,
allowing DNA synthesis to reinitiate using the nascent DNA strand as template. A stem loop
byproduct (the Angel MITE) may result from this aberrant replication. After its excision
from genomic DNA, the stem loop can then integrate into other genomic  DNA locations
with the help of recombinases, providing new sites for amplification of the MITE.
The distribution of Kiddo members with respect to genic regions may provide insight to
the amplification of the family. Of 18 Kiddo members in annotated sequences, 7 (40%) are
in introns, 6 (30%) are <530 bp from a CDS and 4 (20%) lie between 1 and 5 kb from a
CDS. Although this distribution shows clustering around genic regions, it is interesting that
no MITEs are in coding sequences. This organization may indicate that the origin of the
groups within the Kiddo family resides within introns. Such an arrangement could yield a
very large number of Kiddo copies as a result of transcription and subsequent excision by
splicing. Reverse-transcription of a proportion of the excised Kiddo RNA elements into
DNA might confer transposition capability, permitting integration into nearby genomic DNA
locations. Transposition into introns of other genes could lead to further propagation of
Kiddo. This scenario implicates the possibility of RNA intermediates in addition to, or
instead of, DNA intermediates in transposition of Kiddo.
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Excision and transposition of Kiddo-os11
Since the widespread distribution of MITEs implies an ability to transpose, it is curious that
movement has not been observed. If autonomous elements capable of supporting MITE
transposition exist, it is likely that they are present on elements separate from the MITEs
since MITEs (including Kiddo) do not have extensive open reading frames (144). It is
conceivable that a transposase is provided in trans from other genes resident in the organism.
The excision of Kiddo from the rice T309 rubq2 promoter appears to be a net excision,
with modest damage at the first nucleotide (T) of the right side TSD. Degradation of the
overhanging 5'-ends of the TSD has been observed for other DNA transposons (73).
Previous evidence of excision footprints for Hbr (138), together with the present evidence
for Kiddo (Fig. 2.3), suggests that MITEs can excise from genomic DNA. This supports the
concept that MITEs are similar to DNA elements (146). However, caution is advisable in
accepting footprints as evidence for MITE transposition as retrotransposons can also excise
from genomic DNA at a very low frequency (88). Investigation of the ability of MITEs to
transpose has been hindered by the fact that families with low sequence similarity may
contain decayed MITE members that have lost their mobility. In contrast, highly
homogeneous MITE families such as Hbr and Kiddo may well still be functional and may,
therefore, be useful candidates for unraveling the mystery of MITE transposition.
Significance of the TIR sequence
TIRs are very important for transposons and are thought to serve as transposase binding sites
(167), perhaps accounting for their high conservation in a given transposon family. The same
TIR can be found in various MITE families from different organisms. The TIR sequence
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GGGGNTGTTTGGTT present in Tourist-D, Hbr (138,145) is also found in Kiddo (Fig.
2.2). There are two explanations for the presence of  this TIR in rice, maize and wheat. One
is that MITEs containing this TIR are derived from a common ancestor, and that the internal
sequences have undergone massive mutation so that they no longer bear recognizable
similarity. This explanation assumes that the internal sequences are not functionally
necessary. An alternative explanation is that sequences bearing this TIR are especially
subject to aberrant replication events (128), leading to the de novo creation of MITE families
bearing the same TIR, but  with no detectable similarity in their internal sequences. In either
explanation, the TIR is considered to be very important for MITE propagation. Studies on
protein  factor binding interactions are needed to reveal the role of this TIR in the
transposition of Tourist-D, Hbr and Kiddo.
Involvement in the regulation of gene expression
Close association of MITEs with plant genes may indicate their involvement in the evolution
of these genes (123,155). The close proximity of Kiddo members to CDSs (<530bp) suggests
that the insertion of these elements could probably modify transcriptional, splicing or
translational regulation of the genes. The IR24 rubq2 promoter that contains the Kiddo
insertion has been shown to drive high levels of reporter gene expression in transient assays
(159), and it is possible that the G-box present in Kiddo-os11 augments transcriptional
activity. Therefore, it will be informative to compare the activity of rubq2 promoters from
IR24 and T309 in stably transformed rice plants to determine if the presence of the Kiddo
insertion increases or decreases promoter strength.
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*Reprinted with permission from “MDM-1 and MDM-2: Two Mutator-Derived MITE Families in Rice” by
Guojun Yang and Timothy C. Hall, (2003), J Mol Evol,, 56(3),  255-264. Copyright 2003  by the Springer-
Verlag.
CHAPTER III
IDENTIFICATION OF TWO MUTATOR DERIVED MITE
FAMILIES*
INTRODUCTION
Transposable elements (TEs) in eukaryotes are generally classified into class I elements
(retroelements) and class II (DNA transposons). Recently, a variety of miniature inverted
repeat transposable element (MITE) families were identified from various organisms,
including maize(138,144), rice (123,137,142), Arabidopsis (125,129), Medicago (127), C.
elegans (54,156,168,169), mosquito (124,131,139,148), fish (128,170), Xenopus laevis
(135), sea squirt (171) and human (172). These MITEs have structural features of DNA
transposons such as target site duplications (TSDs) and terminal inverted repeats (TIRs).
However, they usually have high copy numbers that are reminiscent of retrotransposons.
Since MITEs are small in size (100-500 bp), they are thought to be unable to encode proteins
for their amplification and are thus non-autonomous elements. Establishment of a
relationship between a non-autonomous TE family and an autonomous superfamily may be
achieved by demonstrating similarities in DNA sequence, structural organization, or putative
transposase.
Progress is being made towards revealing the origins of several MITE families. For
example, human MERs were found to have arisen from Tigger autonomous elements
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(172,173). Emigrant (125) and MathE2 (129) in Arabidopsis, as well as Mimo (131), Nemo,
and Wujin (124) in mosquito, have been suggested to have arisen from Pogo elements (132).
Tigger and Pogo belong to the Tc1/Mariner superfamily. The putative transposase for
Tourist-like MITE families (MITE X and MITE XI) was shown to share similarity with
bacterial insertion sequence transposases such as IS5S, IS493 and IS903 (174). A
relationship between rice Stowaway elements and Tc1/Mariner elements has also been
proposed (175). Very recently, Tc8 and mPIF were classified into the IS5/Harbinger PIF
superfamily (53-55). Thus, these MITE families appear to be derived from class II
transposons. It is intriguing, however, that no MITE family identified to date has been shown
to have arisen from a well-characterized plant transposon, e.g. Ac/Ds, En/Spm, or Mutator
(176).
In this report, we describe the identification, sequence analysis, and classification of two
novel MITE families in the rice genome. These MITE families share structural and terminal
sequence similarities to maize Mutator elements and thus appear to be descended from a
Mutator-related ancestor. Insertion site duplications (ISDs) were found to be prevalent at
gaps in the alignments of the two MITE families. As will be described, one of these ISD
sites provided evidence for the transposition mechanism of Kiddo, a MITE element we
previously described in rice (142).
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MATERIALS AND METHODS
Transposable element nesting analysis
We used transposable element nesting analysis (TENA) as a genome wide TE identification
method based on the TE nesting occurrences. It includes searching for nesting events with
a starter TE family, identification of nesting events, identification and characterization of the
new TEs and their use in subsequent rounds of analysis.
Each element of the MITE family Kiddo (142) was used as a starter TE to search for
potential nesting events. To discover new elements lying outside this TE, folding studies
(using M-fold at http://bioinfo.math.rpi.edu/~mfold/dna/form1.cgi) were conducted using
the Kiddo element plus 2 kb of flanking sequence (1 kb 5' and 1 kb 3'). Additionally, BLAST
searches were conducted using Kiddo members together with their flanking sequences and
with the flanking sequences alone. To search for potential TEs nested within Kiddo
members, gap sequences of >50 nucleotides in Kiddo alignments were used for BLAST
searches and folding studies. BLAST search results were screened for new TEs, especially
MITEs, based on their structural characteristics. Potential stem-loop or hairpin structures of
$100 nucleotides were checked for putative TSDs since the presence of a putative TSD is
indicative of a TE. Hairpin structures bearing a putative TSD were used for BLAST searches
to determine the abundance of the newly identified TE. Members of these new MITE
families were aligned using VNTI 6.0 AlignX (InforMax, Inc., Bethesda, MD). 
Database search and alignment method
Public databases (October 22nd, 2001 update) at NCBI were used to search for rice (Oryza
sativa cv. Nipponbare) repeat sequences using BLASTN and TBLASTX. After elimination
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of duplicate sequences, they were aligned with AlignX in the VNTI 6.0 package. The default
values (gap open penalty: 15, gap extension penalty: 6.66) of the program were used for
alignment. A manual editing of the alignment was carried out to correct evident
misalignments. Alignments were exported as MSF files and then visualized with Boxshade
(http://www.ch.embnet.org/software/BOX_form.html).
RESULTS
Discovery of MITE family MDM-1
When a DNA sequence fragment (AF184280) containing Kiddo-os11 was folded with
M-fold, in addition to the Kiddo-os11 secondary structure, another significant secondary
structure was identified (inset in Fig. 3.1. 10) that contained a putative TSD sequence of
TAAAAAAAA. A family of 17 additional structurally complete homologous sequences,
ranging in size from 339 bp to 392 bp, was retrieved from the databases and aligned using
VNTI 6.0 AlignX (Fig. 3.1). This family has a strong potential to form hairpin structures
(inset in Fig. 3.1) and possesses putative TSDs of 9 bp that are almost exclusively composed
of A/T nucleotides. These characteristics denote these elements as MITEs and the new
family is designated MDM-1. No substantial DNA sequence similarity to other TEs was
found in the internal regions. In fact, compared to some MITE families (such as Hbr, Kiddo,
mPIF and Micron), the internal regions in this family were substantially decayed although
they still retain extensive sequence similarity within the family. A total of 42 MDM-1
elements (including those in the alignment presented in Fig. 3.1) were retrieved; since only
about 12% of the total rice genome sequence was present in the database at the time this
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article was written (see Materials and Methods), we estimate the actual copy number in the
rice genome to be about 400. Given the non-random distribution of the sequence data in
GenBank and the presently unknown distribution of MDM-1 elements in rice genome, the
final copy number may be much higher and can be determined once the entire sequence of
the rice genome is available. For presently identified, complete (those containing TIRs on
both ends) members of the MDM-1 family, the size ranged from 303 bp to 397 bp, with an
average length of 358 bp. The A/T content ranged from 58.04% to 64.85%, with an average
A/T content of 62.74%. Eleven of the 42 MDM-1 elements were from annotated sequences;
of these, five (45%) are in putative introns and all eleven are within 2 kb of a putatively
transcribed region. Based on this sample, it is tempting to speculate that many MDM-1
elements may have a close association with rice genes, especially with introns.
Discovery of MITE family MDM-2
A decayed copy of Kiddo was identified in a rice BAC clone (accession no. AC069145) at
positions 32958 to 33248. When the sequence flanking this Kiddo was folded, the DNA
between 33927 and 34239 fell into a strong hairpin structure with a putative TSD of
TTAATTTAA (inset in Fig. 3.2). BLAST searches retrieved 21 additional complete
homologous sequences from GenBank databases (Fig. 3.2). Except for the element in
AC083943, which had a 7 bp putative TSD, all copies have putative TSDs of 9 bp that are
almost exclusively composed of A/T nucleotides. All the members in this family can
potentially form a strong hairpin structure similar to that of the founding member in
AC069145 (Fig. 3.2). Internal sequences shared no significant sequence similarity to any
other reported TEs, nor did they share internal sequence similarity to that of the MDM-1
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Figure 3.1.  Sequence alignment of MDM-1 (see Appendix C). Seventeen complete MDM-1
sequences of similar length were aligned. Putative TSDs (Arrows) of 9 bp are shown at the 5' and
3' ends of the alignment. The filled bars denote 5' and 3' ends similar to Mutator TIR ends. The
Kiddo-os11 element within AF184280 was removed for the purpose of alignment. An additional
complete MDM-1 sequence (AC079888 from 94077 to 947888) was not aligned because of its long
sequence length. Inset: A nesting event involving Kiddo-os11 and a MDM-1 member as illustrated
by DNA molecule folding is shown. The sequence from GenBank accession AF184280 is shown
from positions 1 to 1747. According to the M-fold prediction, Kiddo-os11 can be seen as a branch
within the secondary structure of MDM-1, both elements lying within the rubq2 promoter.
family. This MITE family, designated as MDM-2, showed mainly single nucleotide
substitution mutations (see below). A total of 59 MDM-2 elements (including those
presented in the alignment) were retrieved from genome data available at the time of writing,
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Figure 3.2. Sequence alignment of MDM-2 (see Appendix C). Seventeen MDM-2 sequences of
similar length were aligned. Five additional complete MDM-2 members bearing undetermined
nucleotides (AP003529 from 63448 to 63046; AP003447 from 23193 to 22831; AP003445 from
19469 to 20240; AP003206 from 103554 to 104654) or long insertions (AP003412 from 40820 to
42117) were not aligned. Putative TSDs of 9 bp are shown at the 5' and 3' ends of the alignment.
5' and 3' ends similar to Mutator TIR ends are shown as filled bars. Inset: Hairpin structure of the
MDM-2 family. The M-fold prediction shown for the MDM-2 element in GenBank accession
AC069145 is typical of that for all members of this family.
and the estimated total copy number in the rice genome is about 600. As for MDM-1, the
distribution of MDM-2 sequences is not known and a final estimate of the copy number will
await completion of the rice genome. For presently known, complete, MDM-2 elements, the
size ranged from 216 bp to 317 bp with an average size of 300 bp. The A/T content ranged
from 56.59% to 65.63%, with an average A/T content of 59.95%. Seventeen of the 182
retrieved elements were from annotated sequences; six of these 17 MDM-2 elements (35%)
are in putative introns and another six are within 1 kb of a putative coding region. Based on
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these, admittedly small, numbers it is tempting to speculate that MDM-2, like MDM-1 may
have a close association with rice genes.
Mutator-derived MITEs (MDMs)
MDM-1 and MDM-2 showed typical features of MITEs such as TIR, short length, extensive
secondary structure and high copy number. However, whereas MITEs were originally
considered to have putative TSDs of only two or three nucleotides (175), MDM-1 and
MDM-2 have putative TSDs of 9 bp. Nevertheless, since TSD lengths up to 9 nt have been
reported for other MITEs (127,139), the MDMs were originally classified as two new MITE
families. Interestingly, the MDM families display features characteristic of Mutator elements
(60,177,178) such as 9 bp TSDs and a long TIR region that could potentially form a hairpin
structure (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2). In addition, putative MURA transposase binding sites of
ATATGACAATATAGAGGAGTT and GCGGAATGGACGGAA were found in the middle
of MDM1 and MDM-2 consensus sequences, with 75% in 21 bp and 80% in 15 bp identical
to the MURA binding site (179), respectively. Importantly, 8 bp at the 5' and 3' ends of
MDM-2 are identical to those of the maize transposon MuDR and 9 bp of MDM-1 termini
are identical to that of the rice MULE-9 (Fig. 3.3). Given that transposon terminal sequences
are extremely important for transposition, the conservation of the terminal motifs in MDM-1
and MDM-2 is striking and in strong support of the concept that these MDMs are derived
from the same ancestor as are maize Mutator transposable elements.
Further studies on MDM-2 provided evidence that the MDM-2 family is indeed derived
from an ancient Mutator transposon (Fig. 3.4A). An iterated database search, using the
MDM-2 consensus sequence as a query, yielded MDM-2L (for MDM-2 long) on
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Figure 3.3. Alignment of 5' ends of MuDR, MDMs, and rice MULEs. The 5' terminal 20 nucleotides
from maize MuDR, MDM-1, MDM-2, and 10 reported rice MULEs were aligned. MDM-2 showed
an identical 5' terminus of eight nucleotides to that of MuDR. Except for rice MULE-1, MULE-5 and
MULE-7, all elements share significant similarity in their eight terminal nucleotides. Rice MULE-9
is placed beneath MDM-1 as they have identical 5' termini.
chromosome one. This element  (accession: AP004320 from 3568 to 9016) has a length of
5449 bp. It bears TIRs that are 82% identical to those of the 112 bp terminal consensus in
MDM-2. MDM-2L shares 90% overall internal sequence identity with two high throughput
genomic sequences (accessions AP004025 and AP004071) that are on chromosome two; all
three elements have different putative TSDs and flanking sequences (Fig. 3.4A). When these
three long elements were used for a BLASTX search of the GenBank database, putative
MURA protein sequences were retrieved. An internal region of 2598 bp was found to
correspond to the 722 amino acid residues of a putative maize MURA protein (accession:
AAK63886), with overall 36% identity and 53% similarity. A highly conserved region of
253 amino acid residues was aligned with the corresponding region of the maize Mutator
transposase MURA protein (accession: AAK13094; 44% identity) (Fig. 3.4B). In addition,
a MURA binding site (179) core sequence of  TTCGACGAAA was also found on the long
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Figure 3.4. MDM-2 elements appear to be derived from Mutator transposons (see Appendix C).
(A) Stippled bars indicate regions corresponding to MURA homologs. The gray regions indicate
putative  MURA binding core sequences. The different thin arrows denoting the putative TSD
regions represent different flanking sequences. Dotted lines denote deletions. The positions on
AP004025 are subject to change with database updates and the MDM-2 on AP00407 (see text) is
not shown because it has identical flanking sequences to those of AP004025, an indication of a
non-transposition event. The regions are not accurately proportional to the actual sequences. (B)
Protein sequence alignment of the highly conserved region of the putative MDM-2 transposase and
maize MuDR transposase MURA (positions 220 to 446). Regions in black represent identity and
regions in gray indicate conservative changes.
elements with 90% identity in 10 bp (e.g. from 2341 to 2350 on MDM-2L). These findings
indicate that MDM-2 elements are indeed derived from an ancient Mutator transposon (Fig.
3.4A). We have not been able to identify a putative transposase for MDM-1 from the
currently available databases.
Although 17 reported rice MULEs were classified into 10 families based on structural
similarity to Mutator elements, none of the 10 families was a typical MITE family (175).
Thus, MDMs are the first MITE families identified that appear to have descended from a
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maize Mutator-related origin. In contrast to the low copy number and high sequence length
heterogeneity reported for MULEs (175,178), MDM families have high copy number and
low sequence length heterogeneity.
Evidence for historical nesting events in MDMs
Alignments of MDM-1 and MDM-2 sequences revealed significant sequence decay (Figs.
10 and 11). Point mutations, deletion mutations and insertion mutations in these two 
families were studied in detail (Table 3.1). The point mutations included A/G transitions,
Table 3.1. Mutations in MDM alignments
Mutation MDM-1 MDM-2
number percentage number percentage
Point mutation A/G 204 50.1 152 65.2
A/T   95 23.3 25 10.7
A/C  69    17 28   12
Deletion & insertion  17   4.2 14     6
Deletion ($2bp)  15   3.7 11  4.7
Insertion ($2bp)   7   1.7  3  1.3
Sequence decay degree high low
Numbers of mutations are summarized for MDM-1 and MDM-2 alignments (Figs. 3.1 and 3.2). The
percentage values represent the proportion of each type of mutation in the total population.
Sequence decay degrees are inversely related to the A/G  transition percentage values because A/G
transitions occur most frequently. The higher the percentage of A/G transition, the lower the
sequence decay degree. Deletions and insertions were distinguished (1) by comparing the individual
sites with the corresponding sites on the consensus sequence and (2) by studying the individual sites
in respect to the alignment context in Figs. 3.1 and 3.2.
 A/T transversions, A/C transversions and single nucleotide additions or deletions. Most 
point mutations were A/G transitions, especially in early stages of sequence decay, as shown
in MDM-2. There are 10 CG or CNG sites in the MDM-1 consensus sequence; 10% of the
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transitions occur at these sites and each site has at least one transition.  There are 20 CG or
CNG sites in the MDM-2 consensus sequence; 26% of the transitions occur at these sites and
each site has at least one transition. The ratio of transition to transversion in many species
has been shown to be approximately 1:1 (47). The unusually high transition to transversion
Table 3.2. Insertion mutations in MDM-1 and MDM-2 alignments
Accession Insertion Putative historical TE ISD
MDM-1 family
ac084406 TACCCAAGTTTCAAGTTTCAATTTGG Ac or Mutator  7
ab023482 GACTAGGTAAATTTTTTATTTTTTTAGG
GAATAGGTAAATTTACC
Mutator, Cin3,Ac/Ds 10
ab023482 TCTGCTGATGTGTTTATGTGTTTAAG Ac/Ds  8
ac084320 CGCAGGTAATTCTTTACAACATTTATAG Tam1  3
ac084765
ac087220
ACAAAGGCAAATTAATCTTCTTTTTTTTGCGGGG
AAAAGGCAAATTAATCTA
Cin4, noname SINE-
like
16
af184280
(ªKiddo-os11)
AAACTTATTAGATAAT Kiddo-os11  3
ap003331 TAAAATATATGGCCCAG ?  2
MDM-2 family
ac037197 GCCGTTAAGTTGCTAAATACGCTGT retroelement, Tat1 5
ac083943 CATTTTTTTGGGACAAAA ? 2
ac083943 ACTTGCATTTTCAAT En/Spm superfamily 3
Regions containing apparent insertion mutations in MDM alignments (see Figs. 3.1 and 3.2) are
shown. Bold letters represent insertions in the alignments and underlined regions indicate ISDs. In
the insertion mutation in MDM-2 of AC037197, the 'G' in the insertion site sequence TAAGT was
originally 'A' because all the other members have 'A' at this position. The duplication event occurred
before this A/G substitution. In the insertion mutation in MDM-2 of AC083943, an imperfect
duplication of TTG was found, possibly resulting from a base substitution after duplication.
ratio (3:1) in MDM-2 may partially result from mutations at CG or CNG sites and may
indicate a role for deoxycytidine 5-methylation in DNA sequence evolution. Deletion
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mutations rarely occurred between G/C and G/C. Strikingly, 100% of the inserted fragments
($ 2 bp) contain an ISD (Table 3.2). The length of this duplication varies from 2 to 16 bp and
longer insertions contain longer stretches of ISD sequences. The frequent occurrence of ISDs
i n  t h e  E M B L  D N A  s e q u e n c e  a l i g n m e n t  d a t a b a s e
(http://www.ebi.ac.uk/embl/Submission/alignment.html) indicates that duplication is an
important aspect of insertion mutation during DNA sequence evolution (data not shown).
This phenomenon is possibly caused by a DNA break repair event or by a historical
transposition event with complete or incomplete excision.
Some of the insertion fragments showed significant similarity to the ends of known
transposable elements. For example, the insertion of six nucleotides (ACAACA) on the
MDM-1 member in accession AC084320 created a putative TSD of three nucleotides and
the insertion itself is identical to the TIR core of Tam1, a member of the En/Spm
super-family (180,181). At least one such insertion mutation in the MDM-1 alignment (Fig.
3.1) evidently resulted from a historical transposition event of Kiddo-os11 (Fig. 3.5).
Kiddo-os11 is present inside the MDM-1 member in the rubq2 promoter of rice line IR24
(accession no. AF184280), but is absent at the same locus of rice line T309. The insertion
of Kiddo-os11 into MDM-1 on IR24 rubq2 promoter resulted in a TSD of TTA. However,
the absence of Kiddo-os11 from the rubq2 promoter region of rice line T309 indicates a
historical excision event that left behind a footprint of two nucleotides (TA), probably due
to a non-net cleavage. These observations suggest that Kiddo uses a 'cut-and-paste' strategy
to transpose.
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Figure 3.5. Evidence that Kiddo uses a 'cut-and-paste' strategy. A portion of MDM-1 alignment (see
Fig. 3.1) is presented to demonstrate the region in which Kiddo-os11 inserted in accession
AF184280. A polymorphic locus from rice line T309 is also aligned to indicate the footprint of
Kiddo-os11 transposition. Accession numbers are shown on the left of the alignment and the
numbers in parentheses indicate the sequence starting positions from the alignment in Fig. 3.1.
DISCUSSION
Internal sequence variation and insertion specificity of Mutator elements 
Mutator elements, initially discovered in Maize, are classified into six subfamilies (182).
Internal sequence similarity exists among members belonging to a single subfamily, but is
not detectable between members from different subfamilies (183). Among the nine MULE
groups identified in arabidopsis, six contain members bearing long TIRs while the other
three are non-TIR-MULEs (178). Ten groups of MULEs were identified in rice; all of them
are TIR-MULEs (175). Within each TIR-MULE group, elements share similarity only at the
TIRs. TIRs from different groups share no significant similarity except at the terminal 6-10
nucleotides. The internal sequences are highly variable. In the case of both MDM-1 and
MDM-2, TIRs and TSDs are the only recognizable structures and thus represent extreme
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forms of truncated Mutator elements. The differences in TIRs between MDM-1 and MDM-2
may indicate descent from different ancestors. Based on these extreme forms of Mutator
elements, we speculate that a long TIR and the conserved termini of 8-10 nucleotides are
sufficient to mediate the mobility of Mutator elements. This may explain the exceptional
characteristics of internal variability for the Mutator system (183). Internal variability may
be produced at the same frequency for all transposable elements, including Ac/Ds, En/Spm
and Mutator. If mobility is partly dependent on internal sequence for Ac/Ds and En/Spm but
not for Mutator elements, then any internally variable Mutator element may be able to
propagate through duplicative transposition and thus yield the highly variable elements we
see today, while movement of the other elements may be more constrained.
Interestingly, there is a consensus target site of T-T/A-T-A-T/A-T-A-A-A for MDM-1
and T-T-A-A-A-T/A/C-T/A/C-T-T for MDM-2. Compared to the consensus target site for
Maize Mutator elements (G-T-T-G-G/C-A-G-G/A-G) (183), MDM target sites are extremely
A/T rich, with 96% and 93% A/T content for MDM-1 and MDM-2 TSDs, respectively. As
suggested by Benetzen (1996), different subfamilies may target different DNA sequence
regions. According to the consensus target sites of MDMs, these elements are not likely to
target protein coding sequences because sequences containing the consensus target site are
highly likely to contain a stop codon (TAA, or TTA on the bottom strand). In fact, none of
the MDM elements we have identified to date falls in a protein coding region although
several are within introns or adjacent to coding regions.
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The potential use of TENA for TE mining
Nesting events have been reported for retrotransposons (184,185), transposons (186), and
MITEs (145,187). These findings suggest that the occurrence of nested TEs is relatively
common. Since MITEs have been shown to be the most abundant type of TE in the rice
genome (154,175, a high frequency of nesting can be expected. In fact, MITEs have been
shown to nest frequently with other TEs, especially with other MITEs [Jiang, 2001 #1090).
Traditionally, identification of MITEs in a genome was based on the observation of sequence
polymorphisms. For example, polymorphism observed in the maize wxB2 gene led to the
discovery of the Tourist MITE family (144). While the discovery of MITEs based on
experimental evidence has the advantage of being direct (i.e. in providing putative evidence
for transposition), it is of low efficiency and is inadequate for genome-wide MITE
annotation. Recently, several indirect computer-based methods have proven to be powerful
for the identification of new MITE families (123). For example, a redundance-based method
using intergenic regions on 17.2 Mb of the Arabidopsis genome (174), or 4 kb windows in
910 kb of rice genomic sequence (175), as queries to search for repeat sequences was
employed for the identification of TEs. Tu (2001) reported the discovery of eight novel
MITE families in Anopheles gambiae using 'FINDMITE'. This program makes use of
structural characteristics of known MITEs, such as TSD, TIR, short length, and the potential
to form secondary structures, to determine MITE candidates.
While it is likely that many more MITE families in rice will be identified with these
methods, we demonstrate here the value of TE nesting analysis (TENA) as an alternative
approach for MITE discovery. In this approach, a known MITE is used as the starting point
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to search for MITE nesting events using BLAST and M-FOLD programs. Only regions
containing MITEs are interrogated and novel MITEs that do not fit narrowly defined input
characters (e.g. TIR and TSD length) can be discovered. Moreover, polymorphisms are
readily apparent from the TENA approach.
MITE and TE evolution
Retrotransposons are usually thought to have very high copy numbers while DNA
transposons are present in relatively low copy numbers. The popular explanation for this
difference is that retrotransposons use a 'copy-and-paste' strategy instead of the
'cut-and-paste' method used by DNA transposons. However, compensatory strategies are
employed by DNA transposons to overcome the disadvantage of the 'cut-and-paste' method.
For example, transposon copy number can be doubled by transposing from behind to in front
of a replication fork (88). Additionally, the number of copies of a transposable element in
a genome is dependent not only on its ability to transpose, but also on its ability to escape
from strict host surveillance processes such as gene silencing (188-190). Indeed, the high
propagation rate of retrotransposons may induce earlier constraint by the host genome than
is the case for DNA transposons (191). When this, and the likely positive selection for
transposable elements in a genome (4), is taken into account, the generation of an equivalent
number of retrotransposons and DNA transposons should be feasible.
With the discovery of multiple MITE families in a genome from one known
transposon family such as Mutator (see Results) and PIF (55), it is therefore possible that
a presently unidentified strategy exists for proliferation of DNA transposons. A component
of this strategy may be reduction in size or diversification of internal sequences of the TEs
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so that they are less disruptive to host functions and less subject to silencing. In the case of
MITEs, they appear to have shortened their element lengths such that, while they remain
transposition-competent, they can escape from genome surveillance systems because of their
small size and low similarity to existing sequences in the genome. Thus, a newly formed
MITE may amplify rapidly until its copy number reaches a threshold level and is recognized
by genomic surveillance processes. As a result, very high copy numbers of DNA transposon
descendants can be generated, a number that may exceed that for retrotransposons.
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CHAPTER IV
AUTOMATED MITE ANALYSIS
INTRODUCTION
Higher eukaryotic genomes are rich in transposable elements. Two distinct types of
transposable elements have been identified in higher eukaryotes: Type I elements
(retrotransposable elements) use a copy-paste approach to transpose, yielding a large copy
number; type II elements (DNA elements) use a cut-paste-repair approach to transpose.
However, numerous families of highly repetitive (hundreds or thousands), short (100-500
bp), elements that do not seem to belong to either type of element have been reported in
plants and animals over the past decade (54,55,123-131,137-139,142-
144,146,149,156,169,175,187,192-195). Because these families typically bear terminal
inverted repeats (TIRs) and have target site duplications (TSDs) in their flanking sequences,
they were given a collective name of miniature inverted repeat transposable elements
(MITEs). Since MITEs apparently do not encode proteins, perhaps because of their small
size, their amplification requires the involvement of factors supplied in trans. Although
several MITE families are thought to be related to ancestral elements that bear similar TIRs
and subterminal regions and are (or were) capable of coding for transposase-like proteins
(54,55,132,143), the majority of MITE families lack such links. Since different MITE
families may be derived from different founder elements, a link to the ancestral element
needs to be established for each individual MITE family.
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The analysis of a MITE family usually involves retrieving and aligning members in
a given family, searching for its origin (or putative ancestor element) and studying its
association with genes in a genome. These analysis steps are laborious, especially when
multiple MITE families are involved in the analysis. To retrieve members of a family from
the databases or to check the association of members with genes in a genome, a BLASTN
is usually carried out, each high scoring pair (HSP) of the BLAST results is manually
checked, and the desired sequence or positional information is then extracted from various
accessions. This process is time-consuming and error prone because: (1) the copy number
for MITE families is usually large; (2) for purposes of alignment it is necessary to reverse
the sequences of those hits that are on the complementary strand of the sequence, and (3) for
unfinished genomes, cited positions of elements in high throughput sequences are subject
to change until the genome is completely sequenced. Even for the announced genomes,
updates are released frequently and, hence, the copy number, positions and annotation is
subject to change. To search for the putative anchor element (that retains both TIRs and
coding regions reminiscent of a transposase) for a MITE family in silica, a BLASTN is
carried out and long elements containing similarity to both ends of the MITE are checked
and are then used to do BLASTX. BLASTX is used to screen for similarity to known
transposases. This process is also time-consuming because, in addition to the difficulties
mentioned above, complications arise from the facts that: (1) the anchor element usually
does not share internal sequence similarity to the query MITE element, thus the
identification of long elements requires manual inspection and recording of the short BLAST
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HSPs; (2) BLASTX searches usually take longer than BLASTN searches, and (3) long
sequences dramatically delay results from BLASTX.
Here, we describe MITE analysis kit (MAK), a collection of programs designed to
automate MITE analysis (http://perl.idmb.tamu.edu/mak.htm). Given the sequence of a
MITE element, MAK can retrieve and orient sequences of other members of the family,
identify genes closest to the MITE elements, and can predict the anchor element for the
MITE family. Using MAK, we have identified two novel TE families named Math and Kid
and provided evidence that they belong to the recently identified (53,55) IS5/Harbinger/PIF
superfamily.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Programming language and modules
Practical extraction and report language (Perl) (196) was used to write the programs for
MAK. Transformation of sequence formats was carried out with Bioperl modules Bio::Seq
and Bio::SeqIO. The module Bio::Tools::Run::RemoteBLAST was used to do remote
BLAST searches and the modules Bio::Search and Bio::SearchIO were used to parse the
BLAST search results. Bio::DB::GenBank was used to retrieve MITE elements and their
flanking sequences. The Bio::SeqFeature module (197) was used to identify genes closest
to the MITEs. Common gateway interface (CGI) programming (198) was used to set up the
MAK web-based query service (http://perl.idmb.tamu.edu/mak.htm).
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Computing resources
Database searches were executed in the queuing system for BLAST (QBLAST) (151) at
NCBI using a Uniform Resource Locator (URL) standardized application program interface
(API) (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/blast_overview.html#blastq). MAK was tested
extensively with a UNIX system on a 48-processor SGI Origin 3800 (k2) supercomputer at
the Texas A&M University supercomputing facility (http://sc.tamu.edu). It was also tested
using either Linux or Win32 systems on a PC with 2 GB RAM at the Texas A&M
University Institute of Developmental and Molecular Biology (IDMB). Manual BLAST was
carried out at the NCBI BLAST website (http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/BLAST/) to confirm
the results from MAK. AlignX in the VNTI7 package (InforMax, Bethesda, MD) was used
for the alignments of DNA and protein sequences.
Data sets
Two sets of MITE sequences were used for this study. The families in the first group have
reported links to known transposons and were used to test MAK anchor element prediction
function. This group includes the families Emigrant/MathE2 (125,129), Tc8 (54), mPIF (55)
and MDM-2 (143). The families in the second group did not have any reported link to a
known transposon family at the time our study was carried out. This group includes families
MathE1 (129) and Kiddo. The sequence of the dataset is supplied as Appendix A and the
information about the MITE families is summarized in Table 4.1. BLAST parameters and
other criteria used for analysis are provided on the drop down menu of the MAK web page.
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Table 4.1. Summary of information for MITE families used to test MAK
Family Organism Anchor element Related Transposase
Emigrant/MathE2 A. thaliana AC006161(85200-87313) Pogo
mPIF Z. mays AF412282 (1 - 3725) PIFa
Tc8 C. elegans AF040643 ( 24047-31614) IS5
MDM-2 O. sativa AP004320(3568- 9016) MURA
MathE1 A. thaliana unknown unknown
Kiddo O. sativa unknown unknown
RESULTS
Genetic principles and program pipelines
1. Member retriever
MITEs in a family share DNA sequence similarities that are readily detectable using BLAST
searches. To illustrate the TIR conservation and relationship among members, an alignment
is needed. Sequences of the members can be retrieved from BLAST search results. Since a
BLAST hit can be on the top or bottom strand, all of the hit sequences to be used for
alignment need to be in the same orientation; therefore, in MAK, the hits on the bottom
(minus) strand are reversed. Since sequences adjacent to the TSDs of MITEs are often of
interest to researchers, the program was designed to allow the retrieval of flanking
sequences. In the Member retriever program, BLASTN searches are initiated against NCBI
"nt" and "htgs" databases using a given MITE sequence. The search results are automatically
retrieved and the high scoring pairs (HSPs) are parsed. If the query sequence part in an HSP
is the full query MITE length, the hit sequence in the HSP is retrieved as a complete element.
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Figure 4.1.  Diagram of pipelines for MAK.
If the hit part is in an opposite orientation (minus strand), the reverse sequence of the hit part
is retrieved. Then, flanking sequences of user defined length are retrieved (Fig. 4.1A). In
addition, long elements that do not show strong similarity along the total length of the query
but do at both terminal regions can also be retrieved. using the Long element function (Fig.
4.1B).
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2. Anchor
MITEs are likely to be derived from various autonomous or receptor transposons. Recently,
MDM-2, mPIF, Tc8, and Emigrant/MathE2 have been identified to be the derivatives of
known transposons (54,55,132,143). The most conserved parts of a DNA transposon family
lie in the TIRs because they represent the major transposase recognition sites. Since MITEs
are usually so abbreviated that they retain no trace of the transposase coding region,
identification of the original transposon relies heavily on their TIRs or subterminal regions.
Since the elements from which MITEs are directly derived may not necessarily be the master
elements responsible for their transposition, we have denoted these elements as MITE
anchors. While anchor elements may not necessarily be the ancestors of the anchored
elements, an evolutionary relationship is likely to exist between the anchor elements and the
anchored elements. In the automated anchor finding process, a BLASTN is carried out for
short matches and the HSPs are parsed for DNA fragments that are at 100 bp longer than
query sequence but that do not exceed a total of the specified anchor size limit and match
the query element at both ends. These long elements are possible ancestors. To determine
if these elements have the potential to encode transposase, a BLASTX is carried out for each
of these elements and the hits that contain the word “transposon”, “transposase” or
“transposable element” in their titles are retrieved (Fig. 4.1C). False predictions usually
result from transposon nesting events and thus can be identified with BLASTN searches. If
only the predicted transposase-like regions inside the predicted element are repetitive at the
DNA sequence level, such entries are discarded.
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3. Associator
Because of their short size, MITE families are potentially less disruptive than classic
transposons and they may even contribute beneficially to gene regulation (140).
Nevertheless, their large copy numbers suggest that they are potentially disruptive and very
few MITEs have been found in coding sequences. It is often desirable to know how closely
members in a family are associated with genes and which genes have closest proximity to
MITE elements. In Associator (Fig. 4.1D), a BLASTN is carried out and the accessions and
positions of significant hits with lengths longer than one fourth of the query are recorded.
For each of these significant hits, the name and position of the annotated gene that has the
closest proximity to the center of a given MITE element is retrieved. The results for all the
significant hits can be exported as a table.
Implementation of MAK
MAK runs on UNIX, Linux and Win32 platforms on which Perl 5.6.1 (http://www.perl.com)
and Bioperl 1.0.2 releases (http://www.bioperl.org) are installed. The web based software
(http://perl.idmb.tamu.edu/mak.htm) starts with the input of user name, email address,
sequence file name and sequence(s). Then the desired function (Member retriever, Long
elements, Associator, or Anchor) needs to be selected. The parameters to run Member
retriever include the length of sequence flanking the MITE members, the organism in which
the MITE family is present and the terminal inverted repeat (TIR) tolerance. For Long
element and Anchor functions, a size limit can be selected from 2000, 5000, 10000 or 20000
bp. All the retrieved long elements are at least 100 bp longer than the query sequences.
Chosen E_value and organism parameters apply for all MAK functions. Upon initiation of
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the program, the user will be notified of the status of the process. The results will be sent to
the specified email. While the format for the input sequence is flexible if the analysis is for
a single MITE family, FASTA format is highly recommended if the analysis involves
multiple MITE families. The MAK program can also be run as a queue job on a
supercomputer in which multiple functions of MAK can be used to analyze several MITE
families simultaneously.
When the dataset for MITEs (Table 4.1) was used to run MAK, updated information
for these MITE families was obtained. The chart in Fig. 4.2 demonstrates the distance of
MITEs (in completed genomes) from MathE1, MathE2 and Tc8 relative to their closest
genes. When the dataset for MITEs with known relationships was used to run Anchor
function, anchor elements for Emigrant/MathE2, Tc8, mPIF, MDM2 predicted by the MAK
were consistent with previous reports (54,55,132,143) (see Table 4.1 and Appendix B).
Anchoring MathE1 and Kiddo MITE families 
When the MathE1 family was used to run the Anchor function of MAK in the Arabidopsis
genome, two identical long elements (AC007123, from 6918 to 2690; AF007271, from
16996 to 21224) with identical TIRs to the MathE1 element on accession AB010073 were
identified. They were predicted to be a transposase gene. The sequence of these two long
elements comes from an overlap region of accessions AC007123 and AF007271 on
chromosome 5. Thus they represent only one element, which we named as A-MathE1
(anchor of MathE1). It shares 77% sequence identity to one terminus of MathE1 in 35 bp and
80% sequence identity to the other terminus of MathE1 in 82 bp. It has identical 12 bp TIRs
to those of MathE1 elements. Interestingly, the internal sequences of MathE1 elements seem
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Figure 4.2.  Distance of members in MITE families MathE1, MathE2 and Tc8 to their closest
genes. The names and positions of the genes closest to the MITEs retrieved with MAK are sorted
ascendingly with Microsoft Excel. The distance of a MITE inside a coding sequence (CDS) to the
gene is considered 0 and the distance of a MITE at the 5' end of a CDS to the CDS is changed into
a negative value. The sorted elements are numbered consecutively, starting from 1. The distance
values of MITEs to a CDS are plotted against their numbering. Each unit of x-axis on the chart
represents a MITE element and the distance of that MITE to a CDS is shown as the value on the
y-axis.
to be derived from 29 blocks of 10 - 30 bp on AC007123 with very little divergence (>90%
identity in each block). BLAST searches with the long element sequences resulted in
truncated or disarmed elements. An additional long element (AB025602, from 7658 to
11849) showed an overall 98% DNA sequence identity to A-MathE1. Since the element on
AB025602 is situated on a different locus of chromosome 5 from A-MathE1 on AC007123
and they share no flanking sequence similarity, it apparently results from a transposition
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event. Six bp missing from the TIR at the 5' end were found to be present on the 3' end
flanking sequence. These long elements and MITE family MathE1 converge into one
transposable element family we have named Math (Fig. 4.3A). This family showed a TSD
exclusively of "TTA" and has a TIR of 13 bp. 
When the Kiddo family (142) was used to run the Anchor function of MAK in the rice
genome, three long elements with typical TE characteristics were predicted to be transposase
genes or pseudogenes. They are within AP004087 (gi:15281366) from 74902 to 78476 on
chromosome 2, AC118347 (gi:20153328) from 20719 to 17088 on chromosome 11, and
AP005461 (gi:21624013) from 78912 to 82646 on chromosome 6. These elements showed
an overall sequence identity of >92%. When the long element of Kiddo on AP004087 was
used to do a BLAST search, an additional complete element was found on AF114171
(gi:4680196) from 39268 to 43050 from Sorghum bicolor chromosome F. It has an overall
sequence identity of 66% to that of AC118347. We name the long element on AC118347
as A-Kiddo (anchor of Kiddo). The internal DNA sequences of these four long elements are
highly conserved in two regions (from ~800 bp to ~2050 bp and from ~2100 bp to ~3200
bp on AC118347; Fig. 4.4B). Additionally, 16 complete (i.e. having TIRs at both ends)
elements with sizes ranging from 714 bp to 2538 bp were identified. Like the long elements,
they have a consensus TSD of TAA and show high (>85%) similarity in ~250 bp and ~110
bp terminal regions, but their internal sequences do not show similarity to known
transposases. They form an intermediate group (KiddoE) between Kiddo and A-Kiddo.
Together, these elements represent a novel transposable element family (Fig. 4.4B), which
we named Kid. These have not previously been annotated in the rice genome.
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Figure 4.3.  Schematic presentation of TE family Math (A) and Kid (B). Anchor elements are
aligned with similar long elements and corresponding MITE families. Vertical lines in internal
regions of long elements (long gray bars) indicate dissimilar regions and vertical lines connected
by dotted lines in MITE elements indicate similar sequence blocks on MITEs to the anchor
elements. Dotted lines indicate deletion regions (blank regions). The elements are drawn to scale.
The triangles at the ends represent TIRs. The accession number on the left of the elements indicate
the accession on which the elements are located and the positions for these elements on the
accessions are described in Results.
Math and Kid belong to IS5/Harbinger/PIF superfamily
The anchor elements of A-MathE1 and A-KiddoE do not share significant DNA sequence
similarity with each other. Their internal sequences do not contain repetitive sequences as
revealed by BLASTN searches. However, as predicted by MAK, both of them share strong
similarity to putative transposase-like proteins. One of the BLASTX hits was from the
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Figure 4.4. Putative gene structure for A-MathE1 and A-Kiddo (see Appendix C). (A) Dotted
regions indicate putative coding exons. Exons showing similarity to putative PIFa transposase are
indicated in densely dotted regions. Bridged regions indicate putative introns. Sequence alignment
between A-MathE1 putative translation product (from 808-1642 on the DNA sequence) and maize
PIFa putative transposase (from 70 to 296 on AF412282 protein sequence) (upper panel), and
sequence alignment between A-Kiddo putative translation product (2044-2956 on the DNA
sequence) and PIFa putative transposase (from 18 to 296 on AF412282) (B). Letters in black
indicate identical residues and letters in gray indicate similar residues. Alignment of left TIRs and
right TIRs from PIFa, MathE1 and KiddoE (C). Dotted lines denote omitted internal sequences.
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putative transposase for maize PIFa elements (AF412282). The predicted gene structure for
A-MathE1 and A-KiddoE is shown in Fig. 4.4A and their putative translated products were
aligned with putative PIFa protein, as shown in Fig. 4.4B. PIFa shares a similarity of 46%
and 50% in a region of 834 bp (808-1642) and 912bp (2044-2956) to the putative A-MathE1
and A-KiddoE proteins, respectively. In addition, they have the same TSD size, and the TIR
sequences of these two elements are very similar to those of PIFa (Fig. 4.4C). Indeed, the
A-MathE1 element on AF007271 was proposed to be a IS5/Harbinger/PIF member named
At-PIF2 (55). These pieces of evidence strongly suggest that the TE families Math and Kid
belong to the IS5/Harbinger/PIF superfamily. 
DISCUSSION
Advantages and limitations of the computing approach
Using the automated processes in the MAK, we have successfully run a set of MITE families
overnight. The output files are in standard format (e.g. FASTA) and thus can be used directly
for downstream processes such as alignments and making tables. As noted in the
Introduction, conventional MITE analysis is laborious and needs to be repeated each time
the database is updated. Clearly, new analyses are appropriate as databases are updated, but
this is relatively facile using MAK. However, since the process is heavily dependent on
remote BLAST analysis on the NCBI QBLAST server, the program may encounter internal
server errors and hence be terminated (if this occurs, an error message will be generated).
To lower the chance of encountering an internal server error at NCBI, we usually avoid
running the program at peak times (usually daytime on workdays). In the program, we allow
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the retrieval of request ID (RID) for 5 times with an interval of 100 seconds before the
process is allowed to die. Another alternative is to run stand alone BLAST on a local system,
but this approach requires downloading a huge database from NCBI. For the Associator
function output, modest manual inspection to remove duplicate entries is necessary because
BLAST searches will yield two HSPs at the same DNA locus if the MITE has a typical
inverted repeat structure. Further improvement of the program to remove such entries is
underway.
Misannotation of PIF-like elements in GenBank
When we used A-MathE1 and A-KiddoE to do BLASTX elements, several hits were titled
En/spm-like transposon protein (accessions: NM_148036, NM_104832, NM_128220,
NM_148535, AP003450, AB016878, AP000606, NM_148229). These En/spm-like hits
were further analyzed using PSI-BLAST and iterations were carried out until no more new
hits were found. Unfortunately, we were unable to find detectable peptide sequence
similarity between any of these En/spm-like transposon proteins and the putative En/spm
proteins TNPD-TNPA in maize (64), putative Tam1 proteins TNP1-TNP2 in Antirrhinum
majus (180,181), or the putative open reading frame of Tgm in soybean (199,200). On the
contrary, all of these hits showed strong similarity to PIFa putative transposase protein
(AF412282). Together with the fact that A-MathE1 and A-Kiddo showed similar TIR
sequence to that of the PIFa. We believe that these elements were misannotated in the
database although it is still possible that PIFa and En/spm superfamiles are remotely related
because they both have 3 bp TSDs and ~13 bp TIRs.
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CHAPTER V
TRANSPOSITION ACTIVITY OF KIDDO
INTRODUCTION
Miniature inverted repeat transposable elements are thought to be derived from certain
autonomous or receptor transposable elements (54,55,132,143,201). They are usually too
short to encode autonomous transposases and they are even lack relic DNA sequences
reminiscent of transposase coding regions. However, the high copy numbers usually
observed for MITEs indicate that they have been amplified during evolution. How these high
copy numbers are achieved is still a mystery.
Despite the lack of any direct evidence for transposition, MITEs are thought to
amplify by means of transposition because of the structural characteristics of MITEs, such
as target site duplications (TSD) and terminal inverted repeats (TIRs). Classical transposable
elements (TEs) jump in two ways: copy-paste and cut-paste, with the retrotransposons (class
I) using the former and transposons (class II) using the later approach. Both class I and class
II TEs have TSD structures (although the sizes are different), but only class II TEs have
TIRs. Class I TEs in donor sites do not leave in a transposition event; instead, new copies
are made followed by their insertion into new loci. However, class II elements in donor sites
are cleaved out, typically leaving  footprints of two copies of the TSDs or incomplete copies
of the two TSDs. The presence of TSD footprints is important evidence for distinguishing
between class I and class II TEs. 
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We have previously shown that a Kiddo element is present in the rubq2 promoter of
rice line IR24 but is absent in line T309 (142). Sequence comparison of these two promoters
revealed the presence of an incomplete TSD footprint of TTATA on the rubq2 promoter of
rice T309. Following our finding that a MDM1 MITE flanks the Kiddo element, we have
obtained more in silica evidence suggesting that the Kiddo element was inserted in the
MDM1 of the common ancestor of rice IR24 and T309 (143). After the divergence of IR24
and T309, the Kiddo on the T309 rubq2 promoter excised, leaving a footprint. Based on the
high similarity of Kiddo family elements and the footprint evidence, we postulate that the
Kiddo family was active very recently (2 ~ 3 million years) and may still be able to transpose
in contemporary rice plants.
TEs in eukaryotic genomes are usually silenced transcriptionally or post-
transcriptionally (191,202-208). Even if a MITE family is able to transpose, it may not be
actively transposing because the genes coding for the putative transposase may be in a
silenced status, either transcriptionally or post-transcriptionally. Studies have shown that
environmental stimuli (such as UV light, heat shock or cold shock) or chemicals (such as 5-
azacytidine) are able to reactivate retrotransposons or transposons as a result of the release
of silencing of their transposase genes (68,155,204,209,210).
In this study, we used cold shock and 5-azacytidine (5-azC) to treat wild type plants
or transgenic plants containing transposition reporter genes. PCR analysis of the rubq2
promoter using DNA obtained from 500 rice IR24 plants treated with 5-azC did not reveal
excision of Kiddo. No excision event was detected using either transgenic Arabidopsis or
rice plants containing transposition reporter gene. These evidence results suggest that Kiddo
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may not be able to transpose in modern rice. Sequence analysis of the putative historical
transposase genes for Kiddo indicated that several point mutation may have occurred,
resulting in deactivation of the Kiddo family.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plant transformation
Arabidopsis thaliana ecotype Columbia was transformed using an infiltration protocol
(http://www.bch.msu.edu/pamgreen/vac.htm) similar to that of Bechtold and Pelletier (211).
Rice transformation was as described by Hiei et al. (212-213) and Dong et al. (214).
The 5-azC treatment
Seeds from Arabidopsis transgenic for pKJ were germinated on MS selection medium (215)
containing 50 mg/L kanamycin. After about 14 days, when the seedlings were about to
commence inflorescence formation, the plants were transferred to soil in individual 3.5 inch
diameter pots and watered every day for about 1 week. One day before treatment, no water
was supplied to the plants. The plants were exposed to 5-azC by application of 1 ml of
solution containing 100 :g 5-azC, the pots were placed in a covered tray overnight. The next
day, regular watering was resumed. Rice IR24 seeds were germinated on MS medium
containing 50 mg/L 5-azC for two weeks, after which the seedlings were transferred to soil
to obtain seeds.
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Cold shock treatment
Seeds of Arabidopsis transgenic for pKJ were germinated on Petri plates containing MS
selection (50 mg/L kanamycin) medium and exposed to 4°C for 1 hr three times over three
days. The plants were transferred to soil and grown to maturity.
PCR amplification
DNA was extracted (158) from 500 progeny seedlings of 5-azC treated IR24 plants (in
batches of 10 seedlings) and 500ng from each batch was used  for PCR amplification. A
PCR Master mix (Promega, Madison, WI) was used for PCR. The cycling parameters were:
94°C for 3 min, 30 X [94°C 1min, 50°C 45 sec, 72°C 2min], and 72°C for 10 min. The
primers used for PCR were: 5' aagcttacggaaggaaacaaattcgg 3' and 5'
tctagaatgcgaggagaggagatgag 3'.
Selection method
For Arabidopsis seeds obtained from 5-azC or cold treatment, MS medium containing 50
mg/L kanamycin and 10 mg/L bialaphos was used to select for Kiddo excision events. Rice
seeds obtained from transgenic rice containing pUbi-GFP::Kiddo T-DNA were screened for
 GFP expression under a handheld Solarc light source LB-24 (Welch Allyn Inc., Skaneateles
Falls, NY ).
Sequence analysis
Sequences of anchor elements were retrieved using MAK (see Chapter IV ). These anchor
sequences were used as queries to find additional sequences that are highly similar to the
queries. The identified sequences were aligned using VNTI 7.0 (InforMax, Frederick, MD)
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Figure 5.1. PCR amplification of a rubq2 promoter fragment from seedlings of 5'-azC-treated rice
(IR24). Lane 1: size marker. Lane 2: PCR reaction using a mixed template DNA of IR24 and T309
(19:1) used as a positive control. Lanes 3-6 are from PCR reactions using template DNA extracted
from progenies of 5'-azC- treated plants. 
AlignX function with manual adjustment. The mutations were manually counted and a
phylogenetic tree was constructed by AlignX. 
RESULTS
PCR amplification of the rubq2 promoter from 5-azC treated rice IR24
Given the evidence for excision of Kiddo from the rubq2 promoter of the common ancestor
of rice lines T309 and IR24, it was of interest to attempt to repeat this process in the
laboratory. A majority of the transposase genes in modern plants are silent because of
homology dependent gene silencing (HDGS) (191,202-208). 
5-azC, known to be potent in gene reactivation (216-220) was used to treat IR24 rice
seeds (see Materials and Methods) that were subsequently grown to obtain genomic DNA
samples. A pool of ten plants was analyzed by PCR amplification using primers flanking the
Kiddo element in the rubq2 promoter (Fig. 5.1). A total of 500 seeds from 20 independent
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Figure 5.2. T-DNA regions of constructs used for experiments to detect Kiddo transposition. (A)
T-DNA structure of construct pKJ used for Arabidopsis transformation, permitting seeds to be
selected against kanamycin (100 mg/L). The constructs (B) and (C) were used for Agrobacterium-
mediated rice transformation.
5-azC treated plants were analyzed and all of them showed the same fragment size as that
of the original IR24 plants. This result indicates the transposase for Kiddo was not active in
the IR24 rice genome.
Selection for Kiddo transformation in transgenic Arabidopsis
Arabidopsis plants were transformed with the T-DNA binary vector shown in Fig. 5.2A.
Original transformants were selected on MS medium containing 50 mg/L kanamycin. Ten
young plantlets from the seeds of the original transformants were treated with 5-azC, ten
were treated with cold, and a third group of ten young plantlets were treated with both cold
and 5-azC (see: Materials and Methods). Seeds obtained from the treated plants were
germinated on MS medium containing 10 mg/L bialaphos and 50 mg/L kanamycin to select
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Figure 5.3. No transposition for Kiddo was identified in transgenic rice. (A) seeds from rice (T309)
transgenic for the construct shown in Fig. 5.2C. Green fluorescence denotes seeds expressing GFP
driven by the mUbi1 promoter. (B) Seeds from rice (T309) transgenic for the construct shown in
Fig. 5.2B. No GFP- expressing seeds wer found among 500 seeds. An intense blue light excitation
source (see Selection Method) was used together with a 500nm filter.
for any Kiddo excision events. More than 500 seeds from each treated plant were used for
selection but no bialaphos resistant plants were obtained, suggesting that Arabidopsis may
not contain a transposase gene capable of supporting Kiddo transposition.
Selection for Kiddo transformation in transgenic rice
Calli induced from rice T309 seeds were transformed with the T-DNA binary plasmid shown
in Fig. 5.2B. A total of 10 transformants were obtained, grown to maturity, and 500 seeds
were screened for GFP expression. Ten transgenic rice plants containing the T-DNA
construct shown in Fig. 5.2C were used as a positive controls; eight of the ten yielded GFP-
expressing seeds (Fig. 5.3A). Since none of the seeds from the test plants expressed GFP
(Fig. 5.3B), it appears that the rice T309 genome does not encode a transposase for Kiddo,
or that the frequency of transposition is unusually low.
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Figure 5.4. Phylogenetic tree derived from alignment of ancestral elements for Kiddo. Accession
numbers represent the corresponding ancestral elements.
In silico analysis of putative Kiddo transposase genes
The experiments described above suggest that Kiddo is not active in modern Arabidopsis,
Japonica rice T309, or Indica rice IR24. However, the large population of Kiddo elements
in rice clearly indicates its historical activity. Since the divergence of Indica and Japonica
rice occurred some 2 to 3 million years ago (162), it is possible that Kiddo lost its functional
transposase within this time frame. In this case, it is likely that ancestral elements exist that
bear limited mutations responsible for its functional inactivation.
Using the MAK program described in Chapter IV, we were able to retrieve ancestral
elements that share high similarity (>90%) to each other in their DNA sequences. An
alignment of the sequences revealed that each of these elements may contain mutations in
the protein coding sequences.
 The phylogenetic tree revealed that the closest element to the consensus sequence of these
elements is the element from AC118347 (Fig. 5.4), named as A-Kiddo in Chapter IV. A
comparison of the mutation frequency between the closest two elements (from AC118347
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Figure 5.5. Transient GFP expression driven by the putative promoter for A-Kiddo. Green spots
represent cells transformed with a pBJ81 (Battraw, M. J. and Hall, T. C., unpublished)-derived
plasmid containing mgfp5-er fused to a 726 bp fragment at the 5' end of A-Kiddo. The 3' end of
the 726 bp fragment is immediately upstream of the translation start.
and AP004087) revealed a lower degree of sequence divergence for the element from
AC118347. These results indicate that the element from AC118347 is most likely to be the
historical transposase-coding element since this sequence contained the fewest mutations.
The TIR of this element is identical to that of the  Kiddo family (see Fig. 4.4C in Chapter
IV). The predicted gene structure contains three exon regions and three intron regions. The
promoter region was used to drive transcription of gfp coding sequence and the construct
was used to do a particle bombardment experiment. The presence of green spots on rice calli
after bombardment (Fig. 5.5) confirm that the predicted promoter region can drive the
transcription of gfp. A rough estimate of activity, carried out by counting the GFP intensity
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of the bombardment spots, suggested an activity equivalent to ~27% of that of the 35S
promoter.
DISCUSSION
Excision vs. replication-coupled transposition
No excision of Kiddo was observed in our experiments, the lack of functional transposase
being a likely reason. However, transposons are able to transpose without necessarily leaving
an excised original copy (74,88,221-226). Additionally, the large copy numbers observed
for MITEs indicate a duplicative mechanism of MITE amplification. The strict cut-and-paste
mechanism does not result in an increase in the copy number. The amplification of
transposons is often the result of transposition accompanied by replication and DNA repair.
When the element on one daughter molecule of  two newly synthesized molecules is excised
and inserted in another location, the new daughter molecule may obtain a new copy of the
transposon from the other daughter DNA molecule through homology dependent
recombination. This mechanism may explain the large copy number for many MITE
families. From copy number and footprint evidence, it is possible that MITEs transpose both
through a conservative cut-and-paste approach and a coupled replication-repair mechanism.
It is also possible that the sample size we used was too small to detect any Kiddo
excision event. We believe that this is less likely because, although the reported transposition
efficiency for transposons is generally low (several out of a thousand) (223,225), the short
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element length is likely to increase transposition frequency dramatically (227). Additionally,
during the preparation of this dissertation, a transposition frequency of 10-30% during
meiosis was reported for mPing, a newly identified MITE family in the rice genome (228-
230).
Evolution of the IS5/Harbinger/PIFa superfamily
Very recently, a new transposon superfamily in plants named IS5/Harbinger/PIFa was
discovered (53,55). The founding member of this superfamily is the P instability factor (PIF).
Miniature PIF (mPIF) elements were found to have an insertion site preference of 5'
CWCTTAGWG 3' and to produce target site duplication sequences of TAA or TTA.
Interestingly, more MITE families, including Tc8 (54), MathE1, Kiddo (56) and mPing (228-
230), have recently been identified as belonging to this superfamily. Except for the Mutator
superfamily (143), no MITEs have been identified for the widely known TE superfamilies
in plants such as Ac/Ds and En/spm. In fact, we have obtained additional evidence
suggesting that several other MITE families in rice should also be classified into
IS5/Harbinger/PIFa superfamily (data not shown). One reason for the large population of
MITEs belonging to the IS5/Harbinger/PIFa superfamily may be that the transposases in
this superfamily are much less dependent on the internal regions of the elements than are
those of Ac/Ds and En/spm. This hypothesis is supported by the observation that these
MITEs are conserved in the TIR region but share no detectable similarity in the internal
regions. If this is an inherent attribute of this superfamily, it will be a very useful genetics
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tool for mutagenesis or gene transformation because the only region required for
transposability is the TIR region, which is usually around 15 bp. 
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CHAPTER VI
A TWO EDGED ROLE FOR KIDDO IN THE RUBQ2 PROMOTER
INTRODUCTION
MITEs are numerous in higher eukaryotic genomes, including human, Drosophila, C.
elegans, Arabidopsis, rice and maize. Because of the difficulty in distinguishing between
genic and non-genic regions, no definitive distribution pattern has been discerned for MITEs
relative to genes. However, it is evident that many MITEs are very close to or inside coding
sequences. Since they are located in promoters, 5' untranslated regions (5' UTRs), introns,
and 3' untranslated regions (3' UTRs), their potential effects on gene regulation are of great
interest. Insertion of a MITE into a promoter may be disruptive because it may disturb
promoter cis-elements, DNA topology or interactions with enhancers. Alternatively, MITEs
in promoters could be constructive because they typically include cis elements capable of
affecting transcription (142,144). Although a large number of MITE families have been
identified in rice (137,142,154,175,176,187), their roles in gene regulation are not known.
As a potentially strong, ubiquitously expressed promoter for monocots, the rubq2
promoter was recently cloned and sequenced from rice line IR24 (159). However, our
discovery of two nested MITEs raises concerns about its use for agronomic purposes. A
MITE named MDM1 (143) was found upstream of the transcription start site (defined as +1)
between base positions -823 and -201bp. This MITE family contains about 400 members in
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the rice genome and the elements share modest similarity. Another MITE, named Kiddo, was
found nested inside MDM1 and it is located between -515 bp and -244 bp on the rubq2
promoter in rice line IR24 (accession: AF184280) (142). This MITE family has about 1200
members in the rice genome and the sequences in a subgroup share very high similarity
(>90%). Together, the two MITEs comprise more than 75% of the 823 bp promoter defined
by Wang et al. (159) and it is evident that the presence of these MITEs could affect
transcriptional activity of  the promoter in several ways. For example, integration of these
MITEs into the rubq2 promoter may decrease its activity. Indeed, since MITEs are highly
repetitive sequences that are subject to homology dependent gene silencing, their presence
could result in complete silencing of the rubq2 promoter.
To explore the effects of the MITEs on expression from the rubq2 promoter, we
introduced several truncations and ligated them to the mGFP5-ER reporter (231). Using a
novel quantitation method for assessment of transient expression following particle
bombardment of rice calli, we determined that the insertion of Kiddo and MDM1 into the
rubq2 promoter stimulated, rather than disrupted, its activity. Analysis of stably transformed
rice calli yielded similar results. Nevertheless, we also observed that the presence of the
Kiddo element also exerted repressive effects through gene silencing.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Plasmid construction
Rice rubq2 promoters with or without Kiddo were amplified from rice lines IR24 and T309,
respectively, using pfu DNA polymerase (Stratagene ). The PCR products were cloned into
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plasmid pBJ81 (Battraw, M. J. and Hall, T.C., unpublished) at the Hind III and Xba I sites
and a mGFP5-ER sequence (231) was used to replace the uidA reporter gene from pBin19
(232). Truncation of the two rubq2 promoters was carried out at both the 5' and the 3' ends.
For stable transformation of rice calli, binary vectors pBRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo) and
pBRubq2-953(dIn) were constructed by cloning DNA fragments from pRubq2-953(dIn-
dKiddo) and pRubq2-953(dIn) into pJD7 (233) between HindIII and NsiI sites.
Particle bombardment
Dehusked mature seeds from rice line T309 were rinsed with 70% ethanol for 1 min, then
incubated in 50% (v/v) bleach for 45 min with shaking at 120 rpm. The seeds were then
washed  five times with sterile distilled water prior to plating on N6 medium (234), embryo
face-up, for two weeks at 28 °C. Induced calli were subcultured on N6 medium. After 10 to
14 days culture, actively growing calli were selected and precultured on high osmolarity N6
medium supplemented with mannitol and sorbitol (0.3 M each) for 4 h prior to bombardment
using a Biolistic Particle Delivery System model PDS-1000 (E. I. du Pont de Nemours &
Co., Wilmington, DE). For each experiment, the calli were bombarded twice with gold
particles (1 mg; 1.0 :m diameter.) coated with pRubq2-953, pRubq2-953(dKiddo), pRubq2-
953(dIn), pRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo), pRubq2-812(dIn), or pRubq2-812(dIn-dKiddo) DNA
(1 µg).
Fluorescence intensity measurement and data processing
Bombarded calli were incubated at 26°C in the dark for 48 hr. For each plasmid, 100
randomly selected green fluorescent spots were imaged at resolution 1030X1030 using a
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Zeiss SV11 microscope fitted with a Zeiss AxioCam HRc and AxioVision software. The
exposure time was adjusted so that the pixels in spot images were not saturated. The mean
fluorescent value of each individual spot was measured using the interactive measurement
function of AxioVision. Each reading was normalized by subtracting the background
reading. For each plasmid bombarded, an average value was taken for the normalized
readings for 100 GFP spots. The same procedure was used for the quantitation of stably
transformed rice calli, except that the normalized readings were corrected by subtraction of
normalized readings for non-bombarded calli.
Agrobacterium-mediated stable transformation
Embryogenic callus was selected from calli induced  from mature seeds of rice line T309 as
described for bombardment. Transformation was based on the method of Hiei et al. (212-
213) and Dong et al. (214). The selected calli were co-cultivated with Agrobacterium
containing binary plasmids pBRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo) or pBRubq2-953(dIn) in the dark at
21°C for three days. After co-cultivation, calli were rinsed with sterile distilled water
containing cefotaxime (250 mg/l) and transferred to N6 selection medium supplemented
with 2, 4-D (2 mg/l), hygromycin (50 mg/l), and cefotaxime (250 mg/l). Calli were
transferred to fresh selection  medium every two weeks. After four weeks culture, calli
exhibiting GFP expression were selected under the fluorescence microscope and transferred
to fresh N6 selection medium. GFP intensity measurements for these calli were obtained
after a further week of culture.
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Figure 6.1. Rice calli bombarded with constructs containing uidA or mgfp5-er reporter genes.
GUS staining (blue areas) of rice calli bombarded with a  uidA reporter gene (32x magnification)
(A); GFP expression (green spots) of rice calli bombarded with mgfp5-er (32x magnification) (B);
GFP expressing cells from (B) under higher magnification (660x) (C).
5-azC treatment of the GFP-silenced calli
Calli showing strong GFP expression in the quantitation assays were subcultured monthly
onto on fresh selection medium. After 8 weeks, calli that no longer expressed GFP were
counted and transferred  onto N6  medium containing 50 mg/L 5-azC. GFP expression was
examined after one and two weeks of culture in 5-azC.
RESULTS
A novel method to measure GFP expression in bombarded callus cells
Although uidA has been used extensively as a reporter gene for callus bombardment
experiments, the reaction leading to blue histochemical staining involves soluble
intermediates that diffuse from the cell(s) of origin (Fig. 6.1A). Since GFP expressed from
mgfp5-ER targets the ER membrane, it is essentially cell-autonomous. Bombardment
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Figure 6.2. Diagram of truncated rubq2 promoters fused to mgfp5-er. The numbered positions are
relative to the transcriptional start site (+1). Dotted bars represent MITE Kiddo. Gray bars indicate
MITE MDM1. Dotted lines denote rubq2 intron 1 and vertically stripped bars indicate 5' UTR of
rubq2.
experiments yielded discrete fluorescent spots of similar size (Fig. 6.1B) that, under higher
magnification, appeared to be single cells (Fig. 6.1C). Each of these single cells represents
an independent transformation event, permitting the transient GFP expression level to be
measured as the average GFP intensity per cell.
Qualitative analysis of rubq2 promoter truncations
We wished to measure the contribution of MITE insertions to rubq2 promoter activity.
Several truncations of the rubq2 promoter are shown in Fig. 6.2, some of which include
deletion of the intron. All of the truncated promoters were functional in bombarded rice calli.
Plasmids pRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo) and pRubq2-953(dIn) were used for quantitation in
bombarded calli and their corresponding binary vectors, pBRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo) and
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Figure 6.3. Quantitation of the effects of Kiddo and MDM1 on the rubq2 promoter. (A) Transient
GFP expression from pRubq2-953(dIn) (black bar), pRubq2-812(dIn) (dotted bar), pRubq2-
209(dIn) (patterned bar) and pRubq2-In (checkerboard bar). (B) Transient GFP expresssion from
pRubq2-812(dIn) (dotted bar), pRubq2-812(dIn-dKiddo) (diagonal stripes) and pRubq2-209(dIn)
(patterned bar). The activity of pRubq2-953(dIn) was designated as 100%. (C) GFP expression
from stably transformed rice calli containing p35S-gfp (gray bar), pRubq2-953(dIn) (black bar) and
pRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo) (white bar). (D) Silencing frequency of 3 month old calli transgenic for
p35S-gfp (gray bar), pRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo) (black bar) and pRubq2-953(dIn) (white bar). A
total of 150 calli was used. (The standard errors are less than 7% and 2% of the mean values for
transient analysis and stable transformation analysis respectively).
pBRubq2-953(dIn), were used for quantitation in stably transformed calli. Rice calli (T309)
bombarded with pRubq2-In (containing only a portion of the 5' UTR and the intron in front
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of the coding region) showed GFP expression, as has previously been observed for wheat
calli bombarded with constructs containing the mUbi1 intron 1 ligated to the GUS reporter
(235). To simplify our analysis, we used constructs  that do not contain the intron sequence
for further study. 
Contribution of Kiddo to rubq2 promoter activity
Measurement of transient expression was made by determining the average green
fluorescence intensity at 500 nm emission wavelength for 100 fluorescent cells of
bombarded rice calli. The activity obtained using pRubq2-953(dIn) was defined as 100%.
When pRubq2-953(dIn), pRubq2-812(dIn) or pRubq2-209(dIn) were used for bombardment,
a 40% decrease in activity was seen for pRubq2-209(dIn), compared with that for the other
two plasmids, presumably reflecting the deletion of the two MITEs (Fig. 6.3A). Comparison
of GFP expression levels for calli bombarded with pRubq2-812(dIn), pRubq2-812(dIn-
dKiddo) and pRubq2-209-In revealed that Kiddo and MDM1 contributed ~15% and ~20%,
respectively, to rubq2 promoter activity (Fig. 6.3B). In addition, the sequence between -812
and -953 contributes about 20% to the rubq2 core promoter activity.
Plasmids pBRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo) and pBRubq2-953(dIn) were used for
Agrobacterium-mediated rice callus transformation. GFP expression was determined for
independent, stably transformed calli (150 for each construct) five weeks after
transformation. A contribution of ~20% to rubq2 core promoter activity was found for the
Kiddo element (Fig. 6.3C), which is in close agreement with the result obtained from
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Figure 6.4.  Silencing and reactivation of GFP expression driven by rubq2 promoters in transgenic
calli. (A) and (C): one month old calli expressing GFP. (B) Three month old callus from (A), still
expressing GFP. (D) Three month old callus from (B) that has lost GFP expression. (E) Image taken
immediately after GFP non-expressing calli were subcultured onto selection medium containing 5'-
azC; the same calli are shown after (F) one week and (G) two weeks of incubation.
bombardment. Taken together, these data provide evidence that, rather than being disruptive,
Kiddo and MDM1 play a beneficial role in rubq2 promoter activity.
Kiddo-induced silencing of the rubq2 promoter
Calli transformed with pBRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo) and pBRubq2-953(dIn) that showed
strong GFP expression were propagated on N6 selection medium containing 50 mg/L
hygromycin. After 13 weeks, GFP expression was seen to be silenced in ~18% of calli
transformed with pBRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo) and in ~30% of the calli transformed with
pBRubq2-953(dIn). However, only ~9% of the calli transformed with a control plasmid
35S-gfp-nos in pJD7 backbone (233) were silenced (Fig. 6.3D and Fig. 6.4A-D). The higher
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silencing frequency observed for the Rubq2/gfp calli may be the result of homology-
dependent gene silencing induced by the endogenous rubq2 gene or the MITEs. Since the
only difference between the two rubq2 constructs is the presence or absence of Kiddo, the
higher silencing frequency for pRubq2-953(dIn) over that for pRubq2-953(dIn-dKiddo) can
be attributed to the presence of Kiddo.
To test if GFP expression could be recovered in the silenced calli, they were
transferred onto fresh Petri plates containing an N6 medium with 5-azC (50 mg/L). After
two weeks, all cells of new calli growing out from the silenced calli were found to express
GFP (Fig. 6.4E-G). Thus, silencing of GFP expression in the calli appears to be accompanied
by increased methylation of the transgene(s).
DISCUSSION
Evolutionary implications for the two-edged role of MITE
In this study, a two-edged role was found for Kiddo and MDM1 since these elements
contributed positively to promoter activity but also induced silencing of the promoter. For
endogenous genes, these two effects may act simultaneously as a fine-tuning mechanism to
keep the expression level of a gene at a certain level to avoid over expression. The fact that
MITEs have been found in the promoters of some constitutive genes including Adh1,
amylase, actin, NMDP II and ubiquitin (145) may reflect the importance of MITEs in
controlling the expression level of these genes. It is also possible that the two opposite
effects may function differentially in certain tissues and at various developmental stages.
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Interestingly, neither of the positive or negative effects of either MITE element is so
dramatic that the expression pattern of the promoter is significantly changed. Considering
the high copy numbers of MITEs in the genome and their close association with genes, a
“minor” effect of MITEs on gene expression may be beneficial to the genome. Since minor
effects probably better tolerated than are dramatic changes, such MITE insertions have a
better chance to persist through future generations. These tolerable changes may provide an
approach for optimization of genome structure to dynamically adapt to the constantly
changing environments of higher eukaryotic organisms.
GFP as a reporter in callus bombardment and its quantitation
To accurately evaluate the effects of MITE insertions on gene expression by particle
bombardment, it was necessary to establish a quantitative analytical system. While
fluorimetric analysis of GUS expression (236,237), normalized for protein content, is a
widely-used approach it is of necessity an approximation of activity because of cell-to-cell
diffusion of $-glucuronidase. In contrast, GFP expression from the mgfp5-er is cell-
autonomous (Fig. 6.1C), permitting analysis of expression levels/cell. In this work, we took
advantage of this characteristic of GFP and used fluorescence imaging to quantitate GFP
expression levels.
Application of the rubq2 promoter in research and industry
Combining the results obtained from the bombarded calli and the stably transformed rice
calli, we estimate that the contribution of Kiddo to rubq2 core promoter activity is ~20%.
Although the present experiments showed that a minimal rice rubq2 promoter element
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together with intron 1 drove substantial reporter gene expression (Fig. 6.1), we did not
further study promoter-intron interactions nor such interactions with the effect of MITE
insertions and it is possible that such interactions could act positively or negatively. More
studies, including examination of promoter activity in progeny generations is merited.
However, for driving expression in transgenic plants, the induction of higher silencing
frequencies engendered by the presence of the MITE insertions suggests that the rubq2
promoter without the Kiddo insertion is advisable. This precaution would be even more
advisable if conditions are found that stimulate movement of the MITE element(s).
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY
Repetitive sequences are found in both prokaryotic and eukaryotic genomes and are
especially prevalent in eukaryotes. Transposable elements (TEs), a group of moderately
repetitive sequences, constitute a major portion of many eukaryotic genomes. Recently
identified miniature inverted repeat transposable elements (MITEs) have large copy numbers
and are of interest for studies in genetics, genome evolution and gene regulation. In this
study, the novel MITE families Kiddo, MDM1and MDM2 were identified in the rice
genome. The MDM1 and MDM2 families were characterized as being derived from elements
belonging to the Mutator TE superfamily. 
In a search for autonomous elements for Kiddo (i.e. sequences containing a functional
transposase), we carried out experiments to detect transposition activity of Kiddo in rice and
Arabidopsis. No transposition was seen for Kiddo, even under conditions imposing genome
stresses.
To facilitate the in silico analysis of MITEs, we established a web-based computer
program named MAK. In addition to identification of ancestral elements for MITEs, MAK
is also capable of retrieving MITE sequences and the genes associated with MITEs. Using
MAK, ancestral elements were identified for Kiddo in the rice genome that carry nonsense
and frame-shift mutations when compared to a consensus sequence.  Together with the fact
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that we were unable to stimulate experimental transposition of Kiddo, this evidence indicates
that Kiddo and its autonomous elements are not active in rice.
The presence of the MDM1 and Kiddo in the rubq2 promoter provided a good
opportunity to study the effects of MITE insertions in promoters. Quantitation of transient
and stable expression levels for GFP driven by truncated rubq2 promoters revealed that
Kiddo and MDM1 contributed to promoter activity. However, a silencing effect on the
promoter was also seen for these MITEs. Neither the contribution nor the repression effect
on expression mediated by Kiddo and MDM1 was dramatic. Given the large copy numbers
for MITEs and their association with genes, it appears possible that the presence of MITEs
may be beneficial to the host genome. If it is found that MITEs can be mobilized in response
to environmental signals, it is likely that they play a role in genome regulation and evolution.
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APPENDIX A
>Emigrant-MathE2 (ab005244)
cagtaaaacctctataaattaataatgtcgggaccgaaaaaatttattaatttagagaggtattagtttatcgataaattaataattattaatttataaagagattttacaaattttgtaatttttacaaaaaatc
gatataaaaaatacttttttctttataatcaatatttttttctaaaactaattacaagcaaaaaacaattattaagtttaaaaaataatacaaagttttttcgacgtagtaaaaatattagaattaagctctacaa
ataattaatagaaattgaaataaataaatattagagtcatatttcagtaaatattttacatataatattgatatatatatatacatacatatgtgtatatagtgataaatttacataattattaatttataatattgat
gggaccatatatttatataagattttcaaaaaaattattatcttattaatttatcgatttgtatcaatttttacactggtcccaactcgggaccggaaaaaattattaatttatagagattattaatttatcgagta
ttaatttatggaggttttactg
>mPIF (af416327)
gggcccgtttgtttcccttcattttgaggaattggaatttaattaatggagtaggctattttttagaatgtggcattccacaactttccaaagtgtatatataagtctatctcaaattcatggggtgagagatg
gaaattgattctatagatttacatgctacttttctaatgtacaatttataacacactcttctacttgcttctctataacataaatgtagtgtataactatctccctcttatggttttaggataatatacaaatataat
acatagacaaatatattaactaattagttttgtctaaattataattattagagtggaattcaattccaacgaaacaaacggggcc
>Tc8 (Z81454)
ggggttattcaagtaatgtagcaaaatgtatttaaatacatttgtgacgtcacaaatgtattaaaatacatgtttttatgtattttaatacagttgtgacgtaatttttctacactttttaattttccgacactactt
gaataacccc
>MDM2 (consensus)
gagataatccaagaaatgccattgacaagcgtccaagtcccagaaatgccatcgacaagtgtgagttccaagaaatgccatcgtacaaacgattttgtcccaaaaatgccatcgccgttagggttc
ctccattccgcgccgttaaatacactgttcatcctatagaacttaacggcgggaatggacggaaccctaacggcgatggcatttttgggacaaatcgtttgtacgatggcatttcttggaactcacact
tgtcgatggcatttctggatttggacgcttgtcaatggcatttctggattatctc
>MathE1 (ab010073)
gggggtgttattcgttaatggattttaatagaattgaaatccaatactaatccactgttattcaactaatgattctaaatccaactttaaaatctagtgttattggaactcatatttgtaaatgatgctgaatag
attttaaagtttggtgttattcaattaagattttaaatatttcattaaaatccaatgttattcaaaactaaaagacttgtaaaatctttatatattaattgatttgaaatgaaacctctttggagtttcatgagtaaat
cattagaatcaaaatccaaaacatattgcagagattttgaaattcatacaaacatattcttaaaaacaatatcagaaaacaaatctaaagcttaaagaattgactttaactccataattgaataacaccacc
>KiddoA (concensus)
ggggctgtttggttcccagccatactttaccattacttgccaacaaaagttgccacaccttgtctaaggtgaggtgatcaaattgttagccacaacttactaagcctaagggaatcttgccacactttttt
gagccattgacacgtgggacttaatttgttagagggaaatcttgccacaactgtggctacaaccaaacacctgtcaaatttgcctaaccttaggcgtggcaaactgtggcaaagtgtggcttacaac
caaacacaccc
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Anchor results for KiddoA:
>AP005513, from 120586 to 126231, len=5645 
  Transposase: Putative tnp2 transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
>AP004067, from 28393 to 34038, len=5645 
  Transposase: Putative tnp2 transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
>AC136842, from 126407 to 130038, len=3631 
  Transposase: En/Spm-like transposon-like protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] dbj|BAC10694.1| En/Spm-like
transposon-like protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative; protein id: At1g61510.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: hypothetical protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] gb|AAM18154.1|AC092172_14 Putative
En/Spm-like transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon protein~gene_id:MTO24.15 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: transposase-like [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At2g26630.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana] pir||T00996 En/Spm-like
transposon protein [imported] - Arabidopsis thaliana gb|AAC14510.1| En/Spm-like transposon protein [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative; protein id: At1g43722.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon protein~gene_id:MQP15.2 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: putative transposase [Zea mays]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] gb|AAM47612.1|AC122147_1 Putative transposase
[Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At5g35695.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At4g04635.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa]
>AC118347, from 17088 to 20719, len=3631 
  Transposase: En/Spm-like transposon-like protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] dbj|BAC10694.1| En/Spm-like
transposon-like protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative; protein id: At1g61510.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: hypothetical protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] gb|AAM18154.1|AC092172_14 Putative
En/Spm-like transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon protein~gene_id:MTO24.15 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: transposase-like [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
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 Transposase: En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At2g26630.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana] pir||T00996 En/Spm-like
transposon protein [imported] - Arabidopsis thaliana gb|AAC14510.1| En/Spm-like transposon protein [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative; protein id: At1g43722.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon protein~gene_id:MQP15.2 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: putative transposase [Zea mays]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] gb|AAM47612.1|AC122147_1 Putative transposase
[Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At5g35695.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At4g04635.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa]
>AP005461, from 78912 to 82646, len=3734 
  Transposase: En/Spm-like transposon-like protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] dbj|BAC10694.1| En/Spm-like
transposon-like protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative; protein id: At1g61510.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: hypothetical protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] gb|AAM18154.1|AC092172_14 Putative
En/Spm-like transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: transposase-like [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon protein~gene_id:MTO24.15 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At2g26630.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana] pir||T00996 En/Spm-like
transposon protein [imported] - Arabidopsis thaliana gb|AAC14510.1| En/Spm-like transposon protein [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative; protein id: At1g43722.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon protein~gene_id:MQP15.2 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: putative transposase [Zea mays]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] gb|AAM47612.1|AC122147_1 Putative transposase
[Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At5g35695.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At4g04635.1 [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
>AP005461, from 78912 to 88775, len=9863 
  Transposase: Putative tnp2 transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: TNP2-like transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
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 Transposase: Putative TNP2 transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa] gb|AAN34959.1| Putative TNP2-like transposable element [Oryza sativa
(japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: Putative Tam1 transposon protein TNP2 [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: TNP2-like transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: Putative tnp2 transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: Putative TNP2 transposon [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: similar to transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: putative transposon-related TNP2 protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] gb|AAM47620.1|AC122147_9 Putative transposase
protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)] gb|AAN16333.1| TNP2-like protein [Oryza
sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: Putative TNP2 transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: putative transposon [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
Anchor results for MathE1:
>AC007123, from 2690 to 6918, len=4228 query=MathE1(ab010073)
  Transposase: (NM_148036) similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id:
  Transposase: (AP005486) transposase-like [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: (AC079852) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AC025098) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (NM_104832) En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (AC092553) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (NM_128220) En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At2g26630.1
 Transposase: (AP000606) contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon
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 Transposase: (AF412282) putative transposase [Zea mays]
 Transposase: (NM_148535) similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative;
 Transposase: (AB016878) contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon
 Transposase: (AP003450) En/Spm-like transposon-like protein [Oryza sativa
 Transposase: (NM_148229) similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id:
>AF007271, from 16996 to 21224, len=4228 query=MathE1(ab010073)
 Transposase: (NM_148036) similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id:
 Transposase: (AP005486) transposase-like [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: (AC079852) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AC025098) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (NM_104832) En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (AC092553) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (NM_128220) En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At2g26630.1
 Transposase: (AP000606) contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon
 Transposase: (AF412282) putative transposase [Zea mays]
 Transposase: (NM_148535) similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative;
 Transposase: (AB016878) contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon
 Transposase: (AP003450) En/Spm-like transposon-like protein [Oryza sativa
 Transposase: (NM_148229) similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id:
>AC074227, from 19780 to 29476, len=9696 query=MathE1(ab010073)
 Transposase: (NM_148805) similar to putative transposon protein; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_116652) putative transposon protein; protein id: At4g04140.1
 Transposase: (NM_103194) mutator-like transposase, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (AP002029) mutator-like transposase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (AC079280) mutator-like transposase, putative [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (NM_127043) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g14790.1
 Transposase: (NM_148274) similar to mutator-like transposase, putative; protein
 Transposase: (NM_102371) mutator-like transposase, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_123031) similar to mutator-like transposase, putative; protein
 Transposase: (AB025605) mutator-like transposase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (NM_147932) similar to mutator-like transposase, putative; protein
 Transposase: (NM_116958) putative transposon protein; protein id: At4g08890.1
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 Transposase: (NM_126844) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g11210.1
 Transposase: (NM_103191) mutator-like transposase, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (AC018460) Similar to mutator transposase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (NM_126572) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g05490.1
 Transposase: (NM_126876) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g12150.1
 Transposase: (AC079280) mutator-like transposase, putative [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (AB018112) mutator-like transposase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (AF177535) contains similarity to maize transposon MuDR (GB:M76978)
 Transposase: (NM_126701) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g07320.1
 Transposase: (NM_147298) similar to mutator-like transposase, putative; protein
 Transposase: (AB017065) contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon
 Transposase: (NM_148291) similar to Mutator-like transposase; protein id:
 Transposase: (AB006701) contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon
>AC008238, from 12252 to 22211, len=9959 query=MathE1(ab010073)
 Transposase: monosaccharide-carrier {clone CST1} [Chenopodium rubrum=fat hen,
 Transposase: monosaccharide-carrier {clone CST4} [Chenopodium rubrum=fat hen,
>AL109737, from 25285 to 32651, len=7366 query=MathE1(ab010073)
 Transposase: (NM_116379) putative transposon protein; protein id: At4g01490.1
>AC090030, from 14420 to 19718, len=5298 query=MathE1(ab010073)
 Transposase: (AP000364) Similar to Transposon MAGGY gag and pol gene homologues.
 Transposase: (AC080019) Similar to Transposon MAGGYgagandpolgenehomologues [Oryza
Anchor results for MathE2:
>AC006161, from 85200 to 87313, len=2113 query=MathE2(ab005244)
 Transposase: hypothetical protein - fruit fly (Drosophila melanogaster) transposon
 Transposase: (U49973) ORF1; MER37; putative transposase similar to pogo element
 Transposase: probable transposase - human transposon MER37
 Transposase: hypothetical protein Tigger 2 - human transposon MER37  (fragment)
 Transposase: (AF205929) transposase [Candida albicans]
Anchor results for MDM2:
>AP004320, from 26330 to 31778, len=5448 query=MDM2(consensus)
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 Transposase: (AC084884) Putative mudrA protein - maize transposon MuDR [Oryza
 Transposase: (AC113948) putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: mudrA protein - maize transposon MuDR
 Transposase: (NM_111332) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At3g04605.1,
 Transposase: (AP003333) putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (AC078839) mudrA protein - maize transposon MuDR [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AC084404) putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (NM_103520) mutator-like transposase, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (AC037197) Putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AC084831) putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AC099774) putative transposase related protein [Oryza sativa
 Transposase: (AC093180) Putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (AB017061) mutator-like transposase-like protein [Arabidopsis
 Transposase: (AF177535) contains similarity to maize transposon MuDR (GB:M76978)
 Transposase: (AP003749) putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (AB018112) mutator-like transposase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (NM_106459) putative Mutator-like transposase; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_116937) putative MuDR-A-like transposon protein; protein id:
 Transposase: (AC084218) similar to Oryza sativa Mutator-like transposase
 Transposase: (AC074105) Putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AC018460) Similar to mutator transposase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (NM_128616) putative Mutator-like transposase; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_103071) mutator transposase MUDRA, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_148022) similar to Mutator-like transposase; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_101142) mutator-like transposase, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_126693) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g07230.1
 Transposase: (NM_148291) similar to Mutator-like transposase; protein id:
 Transposase: (AF177535) contains similarity to maize transposon MuDR (GB:M76978)
 Transposase: (AC069324) Putative maize transposon MuDR mudrA-like protein [Oryza
 Transposase: (AB022213) mutator-like transposase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (NM_126876) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g12150.1
 Transposase: (NM_102371) mutator-like transposase, putative; protein id:
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 Transposase: (NM_128479) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g29230.1
 Transposase: (AB023031) mutator-like transposase-like [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (AC002342) putative Mutator-like transposase, 3' partial [Arabidopsis
 Transposase: (NM_123031) similar to mutator-like transposase, putative; protein
 Transposase: (AB025605) mutator-like transposase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (AP002029) mutator-like transposase [Arabidopsis thaliana]
 Transposase: (NM_103305) mutator-like transposase, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_101589) putative mutator-like transposon protein; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_127914) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g23500.1
 Transposase: (AP003315) putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (AC006216) Similar to gi|3047071 F7N22.10 maize transposon MuDR
 Transposase: (AP003220) putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (AC078839) Mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AP003416) putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (AC079037) Putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AC084295) putative transposase related protein [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AP003273) putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (AP003849) similar to mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa
 Transposase: (AC068924) mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (AC091122) mutator-like transposase, 3'-partial [Oryza sativa
 Transposase: (NM_126533) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g05010.1
 Transposase: (AC018929) mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AC091774) putative transposon protein [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (NM_103191) mutator-like transposase, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (AC090485) Putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa] [Oryza
 Transposase: (AJ238507) transposase related protein [Zea mays]
 Transposase: (NM_126975) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g14030.1
 Transposase: (AP000366) Similar to maize transposon MuDR mudrA-like protein.
 Transposase: (AC027038) putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (NM_103308) mutator-like transposase, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (AP004194) putative mutator-like transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (NM_126572) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g05490.1
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 Transposase: (NM_113960) putative transposase related protein; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_127043) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g14790.1
 Transposase: (AC027656) Strong similarity to a mutator-like transposase from
 Transposase: (NM_126898) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g12720.1
 Transposase: (NM_113946) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At3g30455.1
 Transposase: (NM_127077) Mutator-like transposase; protein id: At2g15150.1
 Transposase: (NM_114204) putative transposase; protein id: At3g43360.1
Anchor results for mPIF:
>AF412282, from 1 to 3725, len=3724 query=mPIF(af416327)
 Transposase: (AF412282) putative transposase [Zea mays]
 Transposase: (AP005486) transposase-like [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: (AC025098) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (NM_104832) En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative; protein id:
 Transposase: (AC079852) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa]
 Transposase: (AP003450) En/Spm-like transposon-like protein [Oryza sativa
 Transposase: (NM_148535) similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein, putative;
 Transposase: (AC092553) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (AP000606) contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon
 Transposase: (NM_128220) En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id: At2g26630.1
 Transposase: (AB016878) contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon
 Transposase: (NM_148036) similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id:
 Transposase: (NM_148229) similar to En/Spm-like transposon protein; protein id:
>AC114395, from 45020 to 53618, len=8598 query=mPIF(af416327)
 Transposase: (AP000364) Similar to Transposon MAGGY gag and pol gene homologues.
 Transposase: (AC080019) Similar to Transposon MAGGYgagandpolgenehomologues [Oryza
Anchor results for Tc8:
>AF040643, from 24108 to 31614, len=7506 query=Tc8(2815028)
 Transposase: (AP000606) contains similarity to En/Spm-like transposon
 Transposase: (AC092553) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa (japonica
 Transposase: (AP005486) transposase-like [Oryza sativa (japonica cultivar-group)]
 Transposase: (AC079852) Putative transposase [Oryza sativa]
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